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Untersuchung einer Neueartigen Methode zur Sympathetischen
Laserkühlung von Hochgeladenen Ionen in einer Penningfalle

Das Penningfallenexperiment Alphatrap testet die Quantenelektrodynamik durch
Messung des g-Faktors gebundener Elektronen in hochgeladenen Ionen (HCI). Die
Präzision der Messung lässt sich durch Kühlung des HCIs verbessern. Diese Ar-
beit beschreibt eine neuartige und vielseitige Methode, um hochgeladene Ionen mit
lasergekühlten Berylliumionen in einer Hochpräzisions-Penningfalle effizient sym-
pathetisch zu kühlen. Die Methode basiert darauf, die Kopplung zweier in ge-
trennten Penningfallen gespeicherter Ionen unter Hinzunahme eines elektrischen
Schwingkreises zu erhöhen. Dies wird in zwei Messungen anhand eines 84Kr23+ und
40Ar11+ Ions demonstriert: In der Ersten wiesen wir ein avoided crossing der Ionen-
moden nach, in der Zweiten zeigten wir eine Rabi-Oszillation im Energieaustausch.
Unsere Kopplungstechnik ermöglicht eine aktive Kontrolle der Kopplungsstärke zwis-
chen den Ionen, so dass eine Kopplungszeit von τ = 0.856(16) s erreicht werden kon-
nte. Wir sehen darin ein mögliches Werkzeug eine Vielzahl von Ionenarten effizient
zu kühlen.
Zusätzlich wurde im Rahmen dieser Arbeit eine aktive Strahlstabilisierung instal-
liert, um Schwankungen der Position und Orientierung des Kühllasers zu reduzieren
und die Ausrichtung des Kühllasers in Bezug auf die Berylliumionen zu verbessern.
Dieses System wurde kalibriert und die geometrischen Verluste der Lasertransmis-
sion durch unseren Penningfallen-Aufbau abgeschätzt.

Investigation of a Novel Method for Sympathetic Laser Cooling of
Highly Charged Ions in a Penning Trap

The Penning trap experiment Alphatrap tests quantum electrodynamics via g-
factor measurements of bound electrons in highly charged ions (HCI). The precision
of the measurements can be improved by cooling the HCI. This thesis describes a
novel and versatile method to sympathetically cool HCIs with laser-cooled beryllium
ions efficiently in high-precision Penning traps. The method is based on increasing
the coupling of two ions stored in separate penning traps by adding an electrical
tank circuit. In a proof of principle measurement this was demonstrated using a
84Kr23+ and 40Ar11+ ion: first, we saw an avoided crossing of the ion modes, and
second, we showed a Rabi oscillation in the energy transfer. Our coupling technique
enables active control of the coupling strength between the ions, so that a coupling
time of τ = 0.856(16) s was achieved. We see this as a possible tool to efficiently
cool a wide range of ion species.
In addition, an active beam stabilization system was installed to reduce fluctuations
of the cooling laser beam position and orientation, and to improve the alignment
of the laser with respect to the beryllium ions. This system was calibrated and
geometric losses of the laser transmission through our Penning trap setup were
estimated.
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1 Introduction

The Standard Model (SM) describes three of the four known fundamental interac-
tions: electromagnetic, weak and strong. Though the SM has provided predictions
of observables with great success, we know that the SM is not universal. It does not
include aspects such as gravity or viable dark matter particles and leaves open ques-
tions such as the observed matter/anti-matter asymmetry with the current sources
of combined charge- and parity violation or the accelerated expansion of the uni-
verse. New physics beyond the SM can be tested via direct observation of new
particles and processes in large high-energy facilities or by precise measurements of
quantities that are predictable by the SM, where discrepancies between theory and
measurement pave the way to new physics [1]. One advantage of the latter preci-
sion experiments is their comparably small apparatus scale. According to [2], "the
highest accuracy in measurements of any quantity in any field of science is obtained
when the measurand can be converted into frequency". A versatile tool to correlate
fundamental properties of ions to a frequency is the Penning trap. It stands out
against other ion traps in ultra-high precision measurements testing fundamental
physics of the SM, as it provides storage for single ions in an arbitrary charge state
within a well-defined environment for theoretically an infinite amount of time.

Quantum electrodynamics (QED) was the first developed field theory of the SM
and is the best tested one. It describes the interaction of light and matter and was
stringently tested in free and bound electron g-factor measurements [3,4] in low and
moderate field strengths. The g-factor relates the magnetic moment of a funda-
mental particle with its angular momentum. To verify theoretical predictions in the
strong-field regime highly charged ions (HCIs) provide favorable conditions. There,
the electron is naturally exposed to the one of the strongest accessible Coulomb
fields1, e.g. ∼ 1018 V m−1 in hydrogenlike lead. The Alphatrap experiment [5]
at the Max Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics is dedicated to bound electron
g-factor measurements of such heavy HCIs with unrivaled precision in a cryogenic
double Penning-trap setup. Recently, we presented the g-factor measurement of
40Ar13+ as one of the most stringent tests of many-electron QED in strong fields [6]
and successfully demonstrated extremely precise spectroscopy of highly suppressed
transitions in the fine structure of 40Ar13+ without fluorescence detection [7].

One solution for further improved measurement accuracy in Penning traps is a lower-
ing of the amplitudes of the ion motion [8] – we speak of ’cooling’ the ion. In general,
ion cooling improves the systematic uncertainties in frequency measurements related
to amplitude-dependent shifts by effectively decreasing the impact of trapping field
inhomogeneities over the decreaced ion motion. Cooling also reduces the Doppler
broadening of linewidths, which is crucial for spectroscopy. While the first-order
shift can in principle be eliminated by other techniques as well, the second-order
Doppler shift requires such cooling [9]. Furthermore, cold ion clouds/plasmas un-
dergo Coulomb crystallization forming highly structured and stable ion formations,

1Even stronger fields can be found in muonic atoms or during the collision process of heavy
ions.
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which introduce a new field of research with a variety of applications [10].
So far, with resistive cooling the ions can be thermalized with the cryogenic detec-
tion system at approximately ∼ 4 K. This can be lowered with a negative feedback
loop [11] to reach an equivalent of ∼ 1 K. With the technique of adiabatic cool-
ing [12] the ion’s amplitude can be reduced even further. E.g. a numerical calcu-
lation in [13] yielded a temperature of ∼ 10 mK for a cloud of antiprotons. In [7]
the application of negative feedback and adiabatic cooling were combined to reduce
the temperature of the resistively cooled 40Ar13+ ion by a factor of ∼ 20. Yet, it
is still possible to go one step further. Probably the most commonly used cooling
technique in atomic physics is laser cooling. Atoms can be reliably laser cooled to
their Doppler limit TD or even to their ground state with sophisticated techniques.
However, the electronic level scales of HCIs are rigorously changed, and they often
lack suitable cooling transitions that are accessible for lasers. One way to circum-
vent this issue is to sympathetically cool the HCI via Coulomb interaction with
laser-cooled ions.2 Sympathetic laser cooling in the context of high-precision fre-
quency measurements in Penning traps still proves to be difficult and is rather used
in Paul traps. First, precision Penning traps do not provide easy laser access due to
their closed setup. Furthermore, the laser drastically alters the trap potential over
time and also co-trapping the HCI with beryllium ions systematically perturbs the
HCI’s motion. The latter issue is solved with the common endcap technique [14].
But this method lacks the flexibility to cool arbitrary ions as their cooling times
can get too long for efficient application. We have worked out a novel technique
to perform sympathetic laser cooling of the HCI that circumvents laser-induced po-
tential shifts and the co-trapping while providing control of the coupling strength
and theoretically improving the efficiency of the similar common endcap technique
by orders of magnitudes. We propose to trap the HCI and the laser cooled 9Be+ in
two different traps, that can be spatially separated, and only interact via a common
detection system in a controlled way without irradiating the measurement trap with
the cooling laser.

2Typically 9Be+ ions are used, because they exhibit such a suitable laser cooling transition.
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2 The Penning trap

We measure the g-factor via the Larmor frequency ωL and additionally make use
of the free-space cyclotron frequency ωc to account for the external magnetic field
strength B0:

ωL = g
qe

2me

B0 and ωc =
q

m
B0 . (1)

The Larmor frequency corresponds to the precession of the spin around the magnetic
field axis. A photon with the Larmor frequency can flip the spin-state between the
electron spin-up |↑〉 and spin-down state |↓〉. The free-space cyclotron frequency
describes the circulation of an ion with charge-to-mass ratio q/m (subscripts of
qe/me denote the electron charge-to-mass ratio) perpendicular to the magnetic field
direction. When we probe ωL via the continuous Stern-Gerlach effect [15] and
combine it with a measurement of ωc, the g-factor relation becomes independent of
the magnetic field and is determined by the ratio of the two frequencies:

g = 2
ωL

ωc

me

m

q

qe

. (2)

An elaborate frequency detection method forms the basis of our measurements. It
allows us to measure ωc to high precision and detect necessary spin-flips for probing
ωL. In this chapter I will outline a physical description of the Penning trap together
with the detection system. The Penning trap physics has been explicitly reviewed
in [16,17].

2.1 Description of the Ideal Penning Trap

The Penning trap makes use of a strong homogeneous magnetic field B(z) = B0ez

to force ions on a ωc like trajectory and confine their motion radially in the corre-
sponding (x, y) plane. However, with the slightest external disturbance the ion can
still move in the z-axis along the magnetic field lines. To close this residual loophole
an electrostatic field E(z, ρ) = −∇Φ(z, ρ) is superimposed created by a potential
Φ of quadrupolar form:

Φ(z, ρ) =
U0C2

2d2
char

(
z2 − ρ2

2

)
. (3)

A straight forward solution to produce such a field is to shape the electrodes accord-
ing to the quadrupolar equipotential surfaces. The result is a hyperbolic Penning
trap consisting of a circular ring electrode and two axisymmetric endcaps. Such a
trap is depicted in figure 1 (left). U0 is the potential of the ring electrode related
to the two endcaps. Typically, the endcap potentials are grounded, and we can
replace U0 ≡ Ur with the negative voltage applied to the ring electrode. Due to
radial symmetry we can define the radius ρ2 = x2 + y2 and the characteristic trap
length d2

char ≡ 1
2
(z2

0 +
ρ2

0

2
), which serves as a trap dimension parameter. This makes

C2 a dimensionless but geometry dependent coefficient, which will be put into more
context in section 2.3. The electrostatic trap potential is plotted (right). It acts
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Φ(z,ρ)

ρ
z

Vr
ρ

z0

B

E

Figure 1: The hyperbolic Penning trap (left) is sketched with its electric field
(dashed blue arrows) and uniform magnetic field lines (red arrows) trapping a
positively charged ion. z0 and ρ0 denote the inner trap dimensions. A surface
plot of the electric quadrupole potential is shown (right). In the axial dimension
the potential exhibits a trapping well while it is repulsive in the radial dimension.
Reused from [18].

on positively charged ions radially repulsive towards the ring electrode but confines
them axially.

2.2 The Confined Motion

The two superimposed trapping fields exert a force

F = −q (∇Φ− ṙ ×B) (4)

on the ion at position r = (x, y, z) and confines it spatially in all three dimensions,
if specific stability criteria are satisfied (see below). From this equation of motion
(EOM) we can directly observe a purely electrostatic nature of the ion’s axial motion
because the magnetic cross product term vanishes in the z-component. From eq.
(4) we deduce an axial oscillation with the axial frequency

ωz =

√
qUrC2

md2
char

. (5)

The oscillation is stable as long as an electric potential with qUrC2 > 0 and
Ur > Ekin,z/q is present for an ion with axial kinetic energy Ekin,z. In the ra-
dial dimension the magnetic field couples the x- and y-motion and confines the ion
in two independent radial modes. The first is a modification of (1) to what is called
modified cyclotron frequency ω+ as a result of the repulsive electrostatic field, which
reduces the radial magnetic trapping potential and thus the original cyclotron fre-
quency as well. Second, there is the magnetron frequency ω−. It occurs because the
electric outwards repulsion is deflected by the Lorentz force which gives rise to an
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additional circular orbit of the ion’s guiding center around the trap center.3 The
frequencies of the two circulations are

ω± =
1

2

(
ωc ±

√
ω2

c − 2ω2
z

)
. (6)

Radial stability is given under the strict condition

ωc >
√

2ωz which implies B0 >

√
2mU0C2

qd2
char

. (7)

This means that the magnetic field must be sufficiently strong to compensate for
the electrostatic repulsion and prevent loss of the ion to the electrode surfaces.
In conclusion, a trapped ion undergoes a complex motion of three independent

axial	
mode	ωz	

modi�ied	cyclotron	
mode	ω+	

magnetron	
mode	ω-	

B

Figure 2: The trajectories of the individual eigenmodes are colored and accord-
ingly termed. Furthermore, the motional amplitudes (ẑ, ρ̂+, ρ̂−) are indicated.
The black line is the resulting total ion trajectory in the Penning trap. The
frequency ratios are (ω+/ω− = 50, ωz/ω− = 10), they fulfill ωc = ω+ + ω− and
have been chosen as integers from one another to create closed loop trajectories.
The brown line is the projection of the radial modes onto the radial plane and
has been offset for better visualization. Modified from [19].

3This additional ’E ×B drift’ of the guiding center has the same direction of rotation as the
modified cyclotron motion. The modified cyclotron motion orbits around the guiding center.
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harmonic oscillations. The trajectories and the amplitudes4 (ẑ, ρ̂+, ρ̂−) of these
eigenmodes are depicted in figure 2. A Taylor expansion of eq. (6) yields to first
order a mass independent magnetron mode5 and a typical hierarchy6 of the frequency
magnitudes for our apparatus:

ω− � ωz � ω+ < ωc . (8)

With elaborate detection techniques we can measure these frequencies with high
precision (see section 2.4). However, we cannot directly measure the important free-
space cyclotron frequency ωc, instead we determine it via the invariance theorem
[16]:

ω2
c = ω2

z + ω2
+ + ω2

− . (9)

Because ω+ contributes the most, we have to measure it with the highest relative
precision out of the three modes. In section 2.3 and in subsection 2.4.2 I describe
the detection of ωz and of ω±, respectively. The invariance theorem holds even for
some specific trapping field imperfections: a misalignment or tilt of the magnetic
field lines with respect to the electrostatic field and elliptical deformations of the
electrostatic equipotential lines.

The total time averaged energy of the trapped ion is the sum of potential and
kinetic energy of the three independent modes (see [20]):

Ētot =
m

2

[
ω2

z ẑ
2 + ω+(ω+ − ω−)ρ̂2

+ − ω−(ω+ − ω−)ρ̂2
−
]

(10a)

(8)
≈ m

2

[
ω2

z ẑ
2 + ω2

+ρ̂
2
+ −

1

2
ω2

z ρ̂
2
−

]
. (10b)

The magnetron mode contributes with a negative sign. The reason is, that it stores
predominantly potential energy but on the other hand the electrostatic potential
is repulsive. Thus an increase of ρ− corresponds to an energy decrease and the
magnetron motion is unbound. It is effectively metastable because radiative decay
is negligible [16]. Over time the magnetron mode would decay, therefore spatially
enlarge until the ion is lost to the electrodes surface. In contrast, the modified
cyclotron mode mainly stores kinetic energy.

2.3 The Real Penning Trap

Ideally, the confined ion motion in the Penning trap consists of three independent
harmonic oscillatory modes. But field imperfections in a Penning trap bring along
a slight coupling and distortion of the three modes. The challenge in the field of
high-precision Penning traps has always been to minimize those unavoidable field
imperfections while ensuring reliable experimental trap operation. We can distin-
guish between electric and magnetic field imperfections. I will discuss the electric

4I term the axial amplitude as well as the radius of the radiii modes likewise ’amplitude’.
5In this first order it equals the drift frequency ω− = |E×B|

B2ρ̂−
of the ’E cross B drift’.

6Our precision trap has dchar ≈ 9.2 mm and the magnetic field is B0 ≈ 4 T. For HCIs the
frequencies are then in the order of ω+ ∼ 25 MHz, ωz ∼ 650 kHz and ω− ∼ 10 kHz.
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ones in the following.
First of all, to ensure an ideal electric potential of the form (3) the hyperbolic
electrodes would need to extend over infinite length. This on its own contradicts
experimental feasibility. Furthermore, the electrodes special shape cannot be man-
ufactured and the electrode stack not aligned with infinite precision. It is thus
obvious that the real electrostatic potential exhibits imperfections [21]. A cylindri-
cal7 multipole expansion of the real potential Φreal at the trap center simplifies to

Φreal(r, θ) =
U0

2

∞∑
k 6=0
k even

Ck

(
r

dchar

)k
Pk(cos θ) (11)

because the rotational terms vanish. It is r =
√
ρ2 + z2, cos θ = z

r
and Pk are the

Legendre polynomials. Due to axial symmetry under z −→ −z odd terms vanish.
Additionally, the zeroth-order term can be ignored, because a uniform potential
offset does not generate a force on the particle. Note that the quadrupolar term
k = 2 is equivalent to eq. (3) and represents the ideal electrostatic potential. This
means, all higher order terms denote imperfections of the real trapping potential.
The coefficients Ck describe their extent.
With present field imperfections the ion modes become anharmonic and their fre-
quencies energy/amplitude dependent. The first-order frequency shifts by higher
order terms have been calculated in [23] for all even orders. As an example the
shifts for a non-zero C4 are listed:

∆ωz

ωz

=
C4

C2

3

4d2
char

(
ẑ2 − 2ρ̂2

+ − 2ρ̂2
−
)
, (12a)

∆ω+

ω+

=
−C4

C2

3

2d2
char

ω−
ω+ − ω−

(
2ẑ2 − ρ̂2

+ − 2ρ̂2
−
)
, (12b)

∆ω−
ω−

=
C4

C2

3

2d2
char

ω+

ω+ − ω−
(
2ẑ2 − 2ρ̂2

+ − ρ̂2
−
)
. (12c)

The series order terms in (11) correspond with
(

r
dchar

)k
. The shift caused by C4 is

therefore usually the most dominant one near the trap center. For ions at higher
temperatures and larger amplitudes, higher order coefficients become more and more
relevant. For high frequency precision, it is important to optimize the trap and keep
the ion at small amplitudes, e.g. by cooling it.

In 1989 Tan and Gabrielse [24] came up with a cylindrical trap design which is
easier to produce, because hyperbolic Penning traps were difficult to manufacture
back then. Alphatrap utilizes such a trap as it provides more convenient access
in the axial direction, e.g. for ion loading or electromagnetic radiation. Figure 3
depicts a cylindrical 5-electrode trap. It features a pair of correction electrode (UC,
LC) next to the ring and endcap electrodes. Those electrodes provide more parame-
ters to tune out trap anharmonicities and have also been used in hyperbolic Penning

7We can treat the deviations as cylindrical symmetric when we average over the radial motions
of the ion [20,22].
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Uc
Ur
Uc

upper	endcap					

upper	correction

ring

lower	correction

lower	endcap

ρ0

z0

5-electrode	trap

(UE)

(UC)

(R)

(LC)

(LE)

lc
lr
lc

Figure 3: Depiction of a cylindrical 5-electrode Penning trap and denotation of
the electrodes. With only the ring electrode (3-electrode trap) C2 can be set
via the ring voltage Ur to result in the demanded ωz. The axisymmetric pair of
correction electrode provides two extra degrees of freedom (length and voltage)
to set additionally e.g. C4 and C6. Figure is based on [18].

traps [21]. In general, for a 5-electrode trap the coefficients decompose into

Ck = Ck,r +Dk · TR with TR =
Uc

Ur

, (13)

where Ck,r are the imperfections produced by the ring electrode and Dk · TR de-
scribes the influence of the correction electrodes in the trap center. While Ur sets ωz,
the length (lr, lc) and supplied voltage (Uc) of ring and correction electrode pair are
three degrees of freedom for further optimization purposes.8 We typically choose to
meet the following useful operation conditions. The trap is compensated, meaning
the dominant coefficients C4 = C6 = 0 vanish for the right choice of the tuning
ratio (TR). A proper design of electrode dimensions yields orthogonality (D2 = 0),
meaning that ωz is independent of the TR. More correction electrode pairs allow
compensating even more higher order terms at a cost of a more complex trap design
and optimization process (see [25]).

For magnetic imperfections I refer to [20] for an in-depth formalism. Nevertheless,
let me comment on them. It is common to use superconducting magnets for gen-
erating strong magnetic fields. With configurations of built-in shimming coils they
can be tuned to good field homogeneity. Still, there exist residual inhomogeneities
and additionally the strong magnetic field locally magnetizes materials depending
on their susceptibility. Similar to the electric imperfections the axial magnetic field
can be decomposed into a series expansion, whose contributions apart from B0 also
lead to frequency shifts and weak mode coupling.

8In principle the pair of correction electrode provide four individual parameters (lc, Uc) for the
upper and lower electrode. But as a result of this, the trap would not be axisymmetric and odd
coefficients such as C3 and C5 would arise.
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vion

U(z)	∝	z

U(z)|r	=	0
Utest

iind
A

ion

electrode
Utest

Eion

Figure 4: An ion accumulates charges in the electrode’s surface in addition to
the supplied voltage Utest, which generates an electric field Eion back at the ion’s
position (left). UC generates a potential at the trap center which we linearize
(red dashed line) (right). With the analogy to the parallel plate capacitor we
introduce Deff (see text). The illustration is modified from [25].

2.4 Frequency Detection of the Ion

Alphatrap utilizes a non-destructive ion detection method, referred to as bolo-
metric detection [26]. The oscillating ion induces image charges in the electrodes
corresponding to a fA image current. With an impedance we can translate the cur-
rent via Ohm’s law into an AC voltage signal and then extract the ion’s frequency
information from the voltage signal with a fast Fourier transformation (FFT) anal-
ysis. However, the experimental realization of the detection and read out of the
ion frequencies from such tiny image currents is a sophisticated task. This chapter
provides the essential fundamentals for the main work of my thesis given in section
5.

2.4.1 Image Current Detection with a Tank Circuit

The description of an induced current in conductors by a charge q moving with
velocity v was made by [27] and [28] back in 1939:

iind = qv
Eion(r(t))

Uel

. (14)

In Penning traps typically one or more electrodes act as the pick-up electrode for
the image currents. Eion(r(t)) denotes then the electric field at the ion position r(t)
produced by the pick-up electrode, when a Utest = 1V test-voltage is applied to it
while all other electrodes are grounded. This situation is depicted in figure 4. The
induced charges in a conductor and the field lines of Eion are depicted on the left.
On the right we apply this to a Penning trap with grounded electrodes except the
pick-up electrode and plot the resulting total axial potential U(z). For small axial
ion amplitudes we can linearly approximate U(z) (red dashed line) and thus obtain

2 THE PENNING TRAP 9



a constant electric field in the vicinity of the ion (Eion = −∂zU(z)|zion = const).
This is equivalent to the electric field of a parallel plate capacitor and allows us to
introduce the effective electrode distance Deff with

Deff =
Utest

Eion

. (15)

It represents an axial distance from the ion center to the pick-up electrode analo-
gously to the distance between the plates of a parallel plate capacitor. We can in
principle calculate Eion numerically from an electrostatic field simulation9 and thus
estimate Deff as a value for orientation. The new parameter allows us to rewrite
(14):

iind(t) =
qż

Deff

10
= −qωzẑ

Deff

sin (ωzt+ φz) ⇔ irms
ind =

qωzẑ
rms

√
2Deff

. (16)

In the right equation the quadratic mean transforms the alternating current to an
effective direct current.11 While the induced currents in other electrodes flow freely
into their voltage sources, the pick-up electrode is connected to a tank/resonator-
circuit with a large impedance Z(ω) at the ions axial frequency ωz. The induced
current causes a voltage drop across the resonator’s impedance according to

usig(t) = (Z(ω)iind(t)) |ω=ωz . (17)

We require Z ∼ 100 MΩ to obtain a voltage drop of ∼ 10 nV from a fA current.
Figure 5 (top left, red area) depicts the resonator circuit connected to the trap. In
a nutshell the resonator (blue block of impedance Z) is an inductance L connected
to the trap. The trap itself, the coil winding, the amplifier, wiring, etc. exhibit
parallel stray capacitances which we combine to one parallel trap capacitance Cp.
This forms a parallel LC-circuit in the first place (see bottom left, green area).
However, the losses of L and Cp can be modeled by the equivalent series resistance
RL and RC , respectively, which we can further combine to a parallel resistance
Rp [29]. Ultimately, we end up with a parallel RLC-circuit, whose L shunts Cp and
has the impedance

Zres(ω) = ZR ‖ ZC ‖ ZL =

(
1

Rp

+ iωCp +
1

iωL

)−1

. (18)

9However, it simulates only an ideal configuration. It lacks the real deviations e.g. electrode
manufacturing.

10We can describe the axial oscillation via z = ẑ cos(ωzt+ φz) with an arbitrary initial oscillation
phase φz [20].

11Let me give an idea of the tiny image current produced for realistic Penning-trap parameters:
with Deff = 3 mm, ωz = 2π × 650 kHz and ẑ = 10 µm the induced current is in the order of
irmz
ind ≈ 0.3 fA. Looking at the parameters, we can increase it to some degree by choosing a
higher ion charge state. Deff is a trap constant, and we can only decrease it with an alternative
trap design e.g. smaller electrode radii. The amplitude of the thermalized ion is fixed by the
environment temperature.

10 2 THE PENNING TRAP



At the resonance frequency ωr = 1√
LC

(or resonator center frequency) the absolute
value of Zres(ω) and thus usig becomes maximal. In figure 5 (right, blue area) I
plotted the real and complex part of Zres(ω) based on our resonator parameters
determined in [18] (see caption). In fact the impedance at the resonator center
becomes purely real, because the capacitive and inductive reactance cancel each
other. This allows us to quantify Rp via

Zres(ωr) ≡ Rp = Q

√
L

Cp

= QωrL =
Q

ωrCp

. (19)

The quality factor Q = ωr/∆ω describes the selectivity of the resonator within the
FWHM resonance bandwidth ∆ω. Eq. (19) sets the requirements for a sufficiently
large voltage drop usig: a high Q-value and inductance. The resonator must be care-
fully designed in consideration of Cp to roughly achieve ωr ≈ ωz. Afterwards, we can
tune ωz via (5) to some degree with the ring voltage. The resonators implemented
at Alphatrap were designed and build by A. Weigel [18].

LCp

RLRC
LCp Rp

RpLCp

Zres

+

usigiind
ωz

Zres -200 -100 0 100 200
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Figure 5: In the red shaded area (top left) the resonator connection to the UC
electrode is shown in a simplified depiction. Actually, the amplifier is connected
to a tap on the inductance. The ion oscillates with ωz and induces a current iind.
The green shaded area (bottom left) illustrates how the parallel RLC- circuit
(blue Z component) originates from the inductance and the trap capacitances.
The blue shaded area (right) covers the plot of the real and complex part of
resonator impedance Zres. The x-axis spans over ±250 Hz detuned from the
resonator center. I used (Q ≈ 7000, Cp ≈ 21.5 pF and L ≈ 10.5 mH). At
resonance, it is Rp ≈ 155 MΩ. Note the sign of the complex impedance. On the
resonator’s left flank the inductive reactance dominates, on the right flank the
capacitive reactance dominates. At the center they cancel exactly. See text for
details. Modified from [18] and [30].
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2.4.2 The Resonator Line Shape Model

In this subsection I consider the resonator without the ion. The only available signal
is then the thermal Johnson-Nyquist noise [31, 32] in a given bandwidth ∆ν. This
noise is caused by random thermal motion of charge carriers within the resonator
bulk and is always present. We can model it by a voltage source in series to the
trap resistance Rp that provides a thermal rms-voltage noise spectrum

un =
√

4kBT∆ν Re(Z) , (20)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. We retain our resonators at cryogenic temper-
atures (T ≈ 4 K) to minimize the thermal noise. Since in this case the impedance
in eq. (20) is given by the resonator (Z −→ Zres), the noise spectrum will follow the
line shape of Re(Zres) as plotted in figure 5 with un ∝

√
Re(Zres). In order to detect

the noise spectrum it is first amplified in a cryogenic low-noise amplification stage,
Fourier analyzed via a FFT and at last amplified once more at room temperature.
The final detected noise spectrum is [25, 33]

ud(ω) = Aamp(1 + κdet(ω − ωr))
√
u2

n(ω) + u2
en(ω) (21a)

≈ 10 log10

[
ÃRe

(
Z(ω)

Rp

)
+ ũ2

en(ω)

]
+ κ̃det(ω − ωr) . (21b)

The upper equation line denotes the detected signal in units of rms-voltage [Vrms]
while it is converted to a decibel scale [dBVrms] in the lower line by the relation
1 dBVrms = 20 log10(1Vrms). The parameters uen and κdet include effects of the
detection system: the first represents the additional electronic noise of the am-
plification stages with total amplification Aamp, and the second accounts for any
potential first order frequency dependency. It is further Ã ≡ A2

amp · 4kBT∆νRp and
ũen ≡ Aampuen and κ̃det ≡ 20

log 10
ln(κdet). Note the approximation ln(1 + x) ≈ x in

the second line because we only assume a marginal slope.
This equation is our fit model for all experimentally acquired resonator noise spectra.
It is universal in the sense that Z models all the physics involved in the ion detec-
tion and determines the observed Fourier transformed line shape, be it trapping non
to multiple ions or interactions between ions. In this specific case I considered no
trapped ion, meaning Z −→ Zres. A trapped ion alters the impedance Z additionally
as I will show in the next section.

2.4.3 The Line Shape Model Including the Ion

Now I consider the resonator together with a trapped ion. The voltage drop usig in
eq. (17) exerts a retroactive electric force Fel,z back on the ion. Within the picture
of the parallel plate capacitor approximation, we can write:

Fel,z = −q∂zUel,z = −qEz = −q usig

Deff

(17)
= −qZres(ωz)iind

Deff

(16)
= −q

2Zres(ωz)

D2
eff

ż . (22)
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The additional force changes the original axial EOM from (4) to

z̈ = − qU0C2

md2
char︸ ︷︷ ︸
ω2

z

z − q2Zres(ωz)

mD2
eff︸ ︷︷ ︸

2γ

ż , (23)

which is solved with the ansatz z ∝ exp(iωt− γt). The axial motion has the form

z(t) ∝ e−γte±i
√
ω2

z−γ2t . (24)

This describes a damped oscillation. Note that γ is complex. The timescale τres of
the damping depends on the real part of γ and is inversely proportional to Re(Zres)
:

τres(ωz) =
1

2 Re(γ)
=

mD2
eff

q2 Re(Zres(ωz))
. (25)

In a physical picture the damping corresponds to power dissipation of the induced
currents in the resistive part12 of the resonator.13 We call this behavior resistive
cooling, which was first implemented in [34]. By inserting eq. (24) into the time
averaged energy (10b) and taking the derivative we see that the ion’s axial motion
is cooled exponentially:

˙̄Etot = −2 Re(γ)mω2
z ẑ

2 = − 1

τres

Ētot −→ Ētot = E0e
− t
τres . (26)

On the other hand, we can pull the complex part γ into the oscillation term and
deduce a shifted oscillation frequency ω̃z with

ω̃z =
√
ω2

z − γ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
≈ωz

− Im(γ) ≈ ωz − Im(γ) . (27)

We hereby neglect the small effect of γ in the square root (shift of 10−4 Hz) in the
middle part of the equation. The direction of the shift ωz −→ ω̃z depends on the
resonator flank on which the ion is positioned, because the sign of Im(Zres) changes,
but the ion’s axial frequency is always pushed away from the resonator center. We
call this effect frequency pushing. The pushing near the resonator center is very
small but becomes larger (∼Hz) when moving off the center region. In [29] and [35]
they compute the frequency pushing explicitly.

In the picture of the equivalent circuit we can model the trapped and thermal-
ized ion interacting with the resonator as a series LC-circuit. The equivalent circuit
of the overall system is shown in the green area of figure 6 (top). The ion has the

12The reactance shifts the current’s phase and stores energy, but it does not dissipate any.
13The heating effect on the resonator bulk is negligible because of the extremely tiny currents.

Therefore, we can treat the resonator as a thermal bath in contact with the ion.
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components [36]

Lion =
mD2

eff

q2
and Cion =

q2

ω2
zmD

2
eff

. (28)

Note that Lion is frequency independent. We can use it with eq. (25) to write
Lion = τres(ωz) Re(Zres(ωz)) and choose any arbitrary frequency to quantify it. If we
set ωz = ωr the ion’s impedance can be written as14

Zion = iωLion +
1

iωCion

= iωRpτres

(
1− ω2

r

ω2

)
. (29)
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Figure 6: The equivalent circuit of a trapped ion interacting with the resonator
is shown in the green area (top). The ion is represented by a series LC-circuit
connected in parallel to the resonator (parallel RLC-circuit). In the blue area
(bottom) plots of the real and complex parts of Ztot for a Kr23+ ion are shown.
In the left plot it is ωKr = ωr and in the right plot the ion is detuned to ωKr =
ωr + 2π × 50 Hz.

14This is the frequency position where the impedance becomes maximal Re(Zres) = Rp and the
damping constant minimal τres ≡ τp
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Now the combined impedance Ztot of resonator and ion determines the thermal noise
spectrum via

Ztot = Zion ‖ Zres (30)

and replaces Z −→ Ztot in the line shape fit model (21b). A closer look on the line
shape of Ztot is instructive to predict the detected voltage spectrum better. In figure
6 (bottom) I compare two different cases of Ztot: a Kr23+ ion sits on the resonator
center in the left plot and it is detuned to the right resonator flank in the right plot.
Both plots show a leveling of Re(Ztot) at the ion’s frequency ωz. In the equivalent
circuit picture it becomes clear why: with eq. (28) we can write the resonance
frequency of the ion’s LC-circuit as ωr,LC = 1√

LionCion
= ωz. Furthermore, a series

LC-circuit exhibits an anti-resonance behavior Zion(ωr,LC) = 0. This means the full
equivalent circuit is always shortened at ωz because the series LC-circuit becomes
completely transparent.15 We call this the ion dip. In a more vivid picture the signal
voltage produced by the ion adds to the resonator noise but due to the retroactive
force with opposite phase [17]. Those two voltages exactly cancel, if the ion has
thermalized with the resonator bulk because then the induced power density by the
ion is equal to the noise power density. An excited or hot ion has larger oscillation
amplitudes and induces excess power density that is visual as a peak signal on top
of the resonator noise. It would be therefore modeled by a current source parallel
to the resonator [37].
The single ion dip has a Lorentzian shape – as a consequence of the FFT of the
exponential resistive damping – with a FWHM of

δω =
1

τres

. (31)

The dip width of multiple in-phase oscillating ions scales linearly with their number
N . Counter-oscillations of two identical ions do not induce currents and are not
detectable.

In the right plot the frequency pushing ωz −→ ω̃z plays an important role. The
line shape of Re(Ztot) shows an additional peak at ω̃z next to the dip at ωz. We call
this a dispersive signal. While the dip is solely a property of the ion, the peak is a
result of the interaction between ion and resonator. There, the complex part of the
two constituents Im(Zion) and Im(Zres) cancel exactly yielding Im(Ztot(ω̃z)) = 0.
This means again that Ztot(ω̃z) ≡ Rp,tot = Rp is purely real and the frequency
pushed ion sees Rp. Because of this, the voltage signal height of the dispersive peak
is equal to the resonator center height, if the ion is thermalized.

15The ion is modelled lossless (infinite Q-value). Otherwise, the circuit would be only partial
transparent and Re(Ztot) would not completely drop to zero or the dispersive signal not reach the
resonator height level.
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2.5 Ion Excitation and Sideband Coupling

In Penning traps it is common to excite a single ion mode or to couple the ra-
dial modes to the axial mode both via radio frequency (RF) drive fields. To this
end, some of our electrodes are half or quarter segmented to allow various forms
of RF excitations that enable among others the following important Penningtrap
techniques.

2.5.1 Dipole Excitation

A dipolar drive field alters the electric field in one direction and allows individual
excitation of the motional modes. Depending on the excitation- or drive strength
UD and the effective electrode distance Deff,D to the corresponding drive electrode,
the excitation field at the ion position is

EDi(t) =
UDi

Deff,Di

sin(ωrft+ φrf) · ei . (32)

It is i = (x, y, z) the spatial coordinate and ωrf the drive field frequency. This field
adds to the EOM (4) and increases16 the amplitude of the corresponding excited
mode at resonance ωrf ≈ ωi. A correction or endcap electrode can act as the drive
electrode for axial excitation, while the segments of a split electrode produce a drive
field directed in the radial plane to excite the radial modes. Excitation of ions is
an effective tool for a variety of applications, e.g. we used it to test the amplitude
dependent frequency shifts and field imperfections in section 5.4.1.

2.5.2 Quadrupole Sideband Coupling

A quadrupolar drive field extends in two directions and couples two otherwise (al-
most) independent modes. The drive field at the ion position produced by a split
correction electrode is

EQxz =
UQxz

D2
eff,Qxz

sin (ωrft+ φrf) · (xez + zex) , (33)

or alternatively a Qyz drive of analogous form. This excitation allows us to do
sideband coupling of the axial and one radial mode with a drive frequency at one
of the sidebands ωrf = ω± ∓ ωz.17 During mode coupling the modes are amplitude

16Depending on the initial phase difference of ion oscillation and drive field the ion’s amplitude
might decrease at first.

17Only these sidebands produce stable coupling with 〈nz〉 = 〈n+〉. At the respective other
sideband the drive field heats both modes exponentially [16].
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modulated with Rabi oscillations of frequency ΩR [38]:

z(t) =

ẑ(t)︷ ︸︸ ︷
ẑ0 sin

(
ΩR

2
t+ ϕR

)
cos(ωzt+ φz) , (34a)

ρ±(t) = ρ̂±,0 cos

(
ΩR

2
t+ ϕR

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ρ̂±(t)

cos(ω±t+ φ±) . (34b)

The phase ϕR is an arbitrary initial phase. The coupled modes exchange energy
periodically with ΩR such that their motional amplitude vary with time. Hereby
denote ẑ0 and ρ̂±,0 their maximum amplitude. In the FFT spectrum of the resonator
the modulated axial motion exhibits two dips at the frequencies ωl and ωr separated
by the Rabi frequency ΩR. These correspond to the new time-independent solutions
of the coupled system.18 In a more general consideration with a small but arbitrary
detuning δ of the drive frequency ωrf = ω±∓ωz + δ the Rabi oscillations occur with
the higher generalized Rabi frequency Ω̃G =

√
δ2 + Ω2

R [39] and energy is exchanged
only partially. The separated frequencies are ωr,l = ωz − δ

2
± ΩR

2
.

The mode coupling allows us to e.g. calculate the radial frequencies19 in a dou-
ble dip measurement via

ω± = ωrf ± (ωl + ωr − ωz) . (35)

We can also combine mode coupling with resistive cooling. This way the resonator
effectively dissipates excess energy of the radial mode which is transferred to the
axial mode. In equilibrium the time averaged energies are [16]

〈E±〉 = ±ω±
ωz

〈Ez〉 . (36)

18We can no longer speak of the axial mode being an eigenmode of the coupled system. The
two dips represent orthogonal modes within the new basis and are a superposition of axial and
radial mode.

19In principle we can detect the modified cyclotron mode with a dedicated cyclotron resonator.
In practice however, this requires a different resonator dedicated to only a limited range of q/m
due to the high variation of ω+ within different ion species.
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3 The Experimental Setup

Alphatrap aims to perform high-precision g-factor measurements of heavy HCI.
Parts of the experiment are based on the Liontrap experiment in Mainz, Germany,
where the masses of light HCIs are measured [40–42]. There, the ions are internally
produced by an electron-beam ion source [43]. Heavy HCIs however require a dedi-
cated production facility such as accelerator storage rings, like the ESR [44] at GSI in
Darmstadt to which the Hitrap [45] is connected, or large electron-beam ion traps
(EBIT) like the cryogenic Heidelberg EBIT (HD-EBIT) [46] from the group of J. R.
Crespo at the MPIK. The HD-EBIT can potentially reach electron beam energies up
to 150 keV. This is sufficient to create hydrogenlike 208Pb81+. To utilize this unique
possibility Alphatrap is connected to the HD-EBIT via a room-temperature elec-
trostatic beamline. A smaller Heidelberg compact EBIT (HC-EBIT) [47] and a laser
ion source (LIS) [48] for singly charged 9Be+ production are linked to the beamline
as well.

In the following sections I give a rundown of the Alphatrap apparatus and the
cooling laser system. A more profound description can be found in prior PhD the-
ses [7], [18] and [6]. Many of the technical details are covered in our review paper [5]
e.g. the beamline, ion production and injection, which I will not cover further in
this thesis.

3.1 Outer Trap Setup - Magnet and Cryostat

We reuse the warm bore Oxford 200/130 NMR superconducting magnet from Smile-
trap [49]. It is shown together with the enclosed cryostat and parts of the beamline
in figure 7. The magnet is charged to 4 T which corresponds to ωL ≈ 2π× 112 GHz
for hydrogenlike and ωL ≈ 2π × 37 GHz for boronlike ions. Its spatial homogeneity
in the nominal trap center is shimmed to δB/B < 3× 10−7 based on a 1.5 cm3 NMR
probe.

A cryostat is lowered into the magnet bore (see figure) and the contained trap
chamber cooled to cryogenic temperatures. To this end, the cryostat consists of
two copper stages to shield the inner trap tower from the room-temperature bore
environment. The outer 77 K stage (blue) and the inner 4 K stage (violet) are (ther-
mally) anchored to a 55 l liquid nitrogen (LN2) and 14 l liquid helium (LHe) reservoir,
respectively. The stages are built and anchored in a way to suppress thermal con-
ductivity between them. In addition to that, the magnet bore is evacuated to a
<10−5 mbar vacuum (cryostat vacuum) to increase thermal isolation even further.
The total heat load on the 4 K stage is <100 mW corresponding to about 4.7 days
cryogenic operation [18] before the LHe reservoir runs empty and must be refilled.
A long beamtube connects the trap chamber with the room-temperature beamline
for ion injection. The trapping time of ions in the Penning trap depends severely
on the vacuum quality. For the production of an ultra-high vacuum inside the trap
chamber a special cryogenic valve [50] can be manually closed to isolate the trap
vacuum from the 10−11 mbar beamline vacuum. Upon cooling down, rest gas inside
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Figure 7: Overview of the magnet holding the cryostat (left) connected to the
beamline (partly shown at the top right). The red dashed lines indicate the cut
off transition from beamline to magnet. The HD-EBIT is not shown. The blue
colored section in the cryostat is the 77 K stage, the violet section is the 4 K
stage. See text for details. This figure is modified from [5].
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Figure 8: Horizontal illustration of the Penning-trap tower, modified from [6].
The three trap sections (no BeT included) are indicated in cyan. The mm-wave
is injected from the left via waveguides. The two arrows denote the direction
of the laser (blue) and the ion injection (red). Additionally, the axial magnetic
field strength is plotted for the respective trap section. FC1 and FC2 are charge
sensitive detectors. The ferromagnetic AT ring electrode (black) forms the strong
magnetic bottle. See text for more details.

the 4 K stage freezes out onto the surfaces except for helium and hydrogen. They are
adsorbed only at unoccupied metallic spots. The cryogenic valve stops any further
particle flux into the cryostat and a complete gas freeze-out occurs yielding virtually
perfect vacuum.

3.2 The Inner Trap Tower

The heart of Alphatrap is the double Penning-trap setup shown in figure 8. In the
precision trap (PT) we measure frequencies to high precision and induce spin-flips
via millimeter-waves (mm-wave). In the analysis trap (AT) we detect successful
spin-flips of the ion. The capture trap (CT) catches injected ions and stores them
for later use. All three traps are separated by additional transport electrodes to
move ions adiabatically20 back and forth. The idea to use sympathetic laser cooling
with beryllium came up after the trap design, thus a dedicated trap for this purpose
has not been implemented yet. Nevertheless, for testing sympathetic coupling we
have set up a provisional beryllium trap (BeT) within the framework of this thesis
(see section 5.4.1).

3.2.1 Capture Trap - CT

Before entering the cryostat a pulse drift tube (see figure 7) decelerates the injected
ion bunch to kinetic energies of about q×150 V. We can supply the six CT electrodes
with ±200 V and fast-switch the potential of the first three ones within 2 µs. Ions
are captured in the following way. The last electrode is set to a higher voltage than
the residual ion’s Ekin/q for repulsion, while the fast-switchable entrance electrodes
are switched upon passing ions from an initial low potential to a likewise repelling

20Meaning that the energy change of the ion during transport is negligible [33].
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potential. By adjusting this process to the energy distribution of the ion bunch
the capture efficiency can be optimized. To this end, the top diaphragm and the
mm-waveguide at the bottom of the trap are operated as charge sensitive detectors
(FC1/2 in figure 8) to measure the time of flight and the kinetic energy of the ions.
After a successful capture the ions are stored in the CT and transported to the
measurement traps if needed.

3.2.2 Precision Trap - PT

In the PT we measure (ωz, ω+, ω−) to calculate the free cyclotron frequency ωc. We
also induce spin-flips of the ion and sample the Larmor resonance from successful
spin-flips (see e.g. [6]). The trap is based on the design from [25] used at Liontrap,
but scaled to larger dimensions (ρ = 9 mm) to suppress especially the image charge
shift [51]. The PT is a 7-electrode trap configuration with two pairs of correction
electrodes. At the cost of a more complex system than the 5-electrode trap (see
section 2.3) we can tune out even higher order field imperfections up to C10. This
improves the harmonicity of the electric trapping potential and the frequency mea-
surement accuracy. The ring and inner correction electrodes are half-split for dipole
and quadrupole excitation while the upper outer correction electrode is quarter-
split for mode coupling. The residual transport electrodes act as one combined long
endcap.

3.2.3 Analysis Trap - AT

The AT is designed for spin-state detection via the continuous Stern-Gerlach ef-
fect [15] and has a (ρ = 3 mm) inner radius. To this end, the AT ring electrode is
ferromagnetic and generates a strong magnetic field inhomogeneity B2 called mag-
netic bottle. For the ion this represents a magnetic field imperfection (analogous to
the electric imperfection) and shifts the axial frequency depending on its internal
spin-state. We then compare the axial frequency in the AT before and after a mm-
wave spin-flip attempt and therefore can detect successful spin-flips as long as the
spin dependent shift is resolvable.
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3.3 Laser System

The laser system must meet specific conditions set by the beryllium ion in order to
laser cool it. The standard cooling transition between the 2S1/2 ←→ 2P3/2 states has
a vacuum wavelength of λc = 313.132 920(44) nm [53, 54], an excited state lifetime
of τ = 8.1(4) ns [55], a natural linewidth of 19.7(10) MHz and a saturation intensity
of Isat = 0.836(42) mW mm−2 [5].

Our laser source is the commercial Toptica TA-FHG pro system [52] (see figure
9). It is located in an adjacent laboratory next to the Alphatrap magnet room.
It produces the 313 nm beam via two second-harmonic generation stages (SHG and
FHG) starting from a fundamental 1252 nm wavelength produced by an external
cavity diode laser (ECDL) in Littrow configuration. A tapered amplifier (TA) stage
enhances the initial 80 mW fundamental beam up to 1800 mW. The final FHG
beam has up to ∼ 300 mW exhibiting plenty of excess power for additional optics
along the beam path to the Penning trap injection.
For the purpose of laser frequency stabilization the PID feedback of a WSU-2 [56]
wavemeter, picking up a probe beam from the SHG stage, stabilizes the laser fre-
quency with an accuracy of 2 MHz within the 10 nm vicinity of its calibration point.
This point is an absolute frequency determined by a helium-neon reference laser
(LJSC-3-11) [57]. It can be locked to an I2 transition with an absolute uncertainty
of 12 kHz. The wavemeter then is re-calibrated every 2 min.
As for the laser linewidth itself, measurements at 313 nm by the manufacturer and
in [58] yielded linewidths of δνshort = 27(3) kHz at 3 µs and δνlong = 191(3) kHz at
100 ms integration time, respectively. 21 Beyond the 100 ms scale the wavemeter
regulation is active.
In conclusion the narrow intrinsic laser linewidth, which is two orders of magnitude
smaller than the natural linewidth on a 100 ms timescale, is frequency stabilized to
2 MHz. This ensures reliable red detuning of the cooling laser relative to the cooling
transition and allows efficient Doppler cooling with sufficient laser power.

A broader overview of our system can be found in [5, 7] and details on the laser
system and its characterization in the work of S. Kraemer [58].

3.4 Mm-Wave and Laser Beam Injection

Two UV fused silica view ports at the bottom of the magnet, one at room-temperature
the other at 4 K, allow transmission for both the mm-wave and the UV laser beam.
A vertical cut view of the injection setup is shown in figure 10. The mm-wave passes
three different pressure regions and is transported through the view ports via horn-
to-horn transitions, which are anchored at the 77 K and 4 K stages. The waveguide
has a 6 mm inner diameter and exhibits single-mode transportation for the 37 GHz
wave. For 112 GHz operation an optional mode cleaner at the end of the wave guide,
right before entering the trap tower, suppresses higher order modes.

21The 100 ms had been chosen as this is the minimal exposure time of the wavemeter due to
experimental conditions
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Figure 9: Overview of the laser setup including the wavemeter (top left with
the PID loop), the He:Ne reference laser (top right) and the laser source (center
box). The laser diode, the TA and the two higher harmonic cavity stages are all
in the laser source box. Beam guiding optics are cyan coloured, mode matching
optics are not drawn. Finally, the desired UV laser beam exits the housing
through a sealable aperture. The scheme is taken from [52].
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Figure 10: View of the lower magnet part featuring the mm-wave (red line)
and UV laser (blue line) injection via the home-built 90° waveguide bend with
a 1.3 mm diameter aperture for the laser. They both pass three pressure re-
gions: atmospheric pressure, the isolating cryostat vacuum (<10−5 mbar) and
the trapping vacuum. Modified from [18].
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The mm-wave is brought in line with the cryostat via a vertical 90° bend of the
waveguide. We drilled a hole in the bend of the lower frequency waveguide for laser
beam access. The hole has a 2 mm diameter. The 112 GHz wave requires smaller
waveguides, where such holes can potentially lead to unacceptable losses. Thus, a
home-built waveguide bend with a tangential laser aperture of 1.3 mm is used allow-
ing coupling of the laser while providing sufficient mm-wave transmission. It was
built in [59].
A breadboard is mounted below the injection setup serving as an assembly area for
optics to steer and couple the laser beam into the aperture. The laser is brought
to the breadboard as a free beam from the adjacent laser laboratory. An optical
telescope on the breadboard reduces the beam waist to fit the aperture. The tele-
scope consists of two plano convex lenses with f1 = 150 mm and f2 = 40 mm in a
Keplerian arrangement. The beam waist is reduced by a factor of

S =
f1

f2

= 3.75 . (37)

The free beam path from the laser source to the trap tower is about D ≈ 5 m
and is prone to any form of mechanical vibration near the source. This distance
represents a huge lever arm for beam pointing fluctuations in the trap. Especially
problematic are fluctuations of the beam propagation angle over this distance. It
can lead to a misalignment of the beam with respect to the ion position or even
beam clipping at the waveguide aperture. The fluctuations became apparent in [7].
I will present a spatial laser beam alignment and stabilization in the next section 4.
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Figure 11: Simplified schematics of the laser beam path from the source to the
breadboard (not true to scale). The blue shaded area resembles the breadboard
below the magnet which is optically connected via free beam with the laser
laboratory (red shaded area). The laser laboratory comprises the controller box,
live monitoring of the beam center, the first actuator as well as enough space
to implement optional polarization optics to enhance laser cooling efficiency.
Located on the breadboard are the remaining stabilization mechanics (actuator
2), the photodiodes of both stages and the telescope. The last UV mirror reflects
the beam vertically out of the drawing plane for coupling into the magnet from
below (indicated by the cyan colored star). PSD1 and PSD2 are 0.4 m apart.

4 Laser Beam Stabilization

To reduce beam pointing fluctuations inside the trap either the long lever arm of the
free beam path can be bypassed by an optical single mode fiber or the laser beam
can be actively stabilized by a dedicated regulation system.
Optical fiber bulks are prone to solarization effects giving rise to the formation of
active optical color centers, that scatter light out of the guided mode [60] into the
fibers radial modes. Solarization is especially problematic for UV radiation and is
even more unfavorable for single mode fibers as they hold higher energy densities
within their small core diameter. It was shown that the color centers can be pas-
sivated by hydrogen bonds [61, 62] to become optically inactive. UV compatible
single mode fibers are still in research and not fully commercial yet. There exist
construction manuals for H2-loaded UV fibers showing no degradation within days
or weeks after they were initially cured by UV light exposure [60,63].

Instead of a fiber, we use a laser beam pointing stabilization system (’Compact’
by MRC Systems) [64]. It also allows us to steer the pointing inside the trap. Its
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integration into the free beam path is shown in figure 11. Two UV (200 nm to
1000 nm) position sensitive photodiodes (PSD) combined with two steering actua-
tors (P4S30, PSH) facilitate a 4-axes regulation (position and angle). The P4S30
features a ±2 mrad regulation angle driven by a stack of 4 piezos. It is placed near
the laser and fluctuation source and has a self-resonance frequency above >1200 Hz.
The PSH is mounted on the breadboard. It has an aperture for mirror leakage such
that the first detector (PSD1) can be placed directly behind the actuator. The PSH
construction has a self-resonance of ∼ 840 Hz and a ±1 mrad regulation angle. The
second detector (PSD2) is placed behind the last mirror, that couples the beam into
the waveguide aperture, and picks up the residual mirror leakage.
The two PSDs have a continuous measurement area and locate the center of max-
imal intensity of the beam within a 10 × 10 mm2 area. They exhibit an integrated
digital potentiometer to increase the detection sensitivity by a factor of 20.
The detected beam position is read out by the controller box that feeds the actu-
ators with a feedback signal based on PID regulation to steer the pointing back to
the regulation point. A read-out interface allows live monitoring and data recording
of the beam center position. Furthermore, the regulation point can be set manually
on the PSDs measurement areas.
A large detector–actuator distance, a small laser beam waist due to the telescope and
an optional high beam intensity should allow accurate beam pointing stabilization.

4.1 Calibration

The x- and y-position read out of the two PSDs has to be converted from volts
to a length unit. For the calibration one PSD at a time and the telescope were
mounted on translation stages (similar to the calibration done in [65]) and moved
simultaneously and orthogonal through the laser propagation axis in steps of 0.5 or
1 mm. The beam center position was recorded for 30 s for each step with a data
acquisition rate of about 45 Hz. The PSD is then rotated by 90° and the calibration
scheme is repeated for the other axis.

The voltage-to-translation ratios with the telescope for each axis and both PSDs
are plotted in figure 12. A linear fit model shows a linear dependency in all four
cases. I did not average over the individual ∼ 1350 acquired data points during each
step to circumvent explicit statistical mean error calculation. While they appear as
one single data point in the plots of figure 12, the zoom-in reveals their scattering
and additionally the 1σ confidence bands of the fits. In table 1 the linear slopes
of the fits from the figure are presented. The table includes furthermore the cases
without (wo) the telescope (not plotted). The error composition is explained in the
caption. Since the telescope reduces the beam translation on the detectors surface,
we can determine the real beam size reduction by S = slope1wo/slope1 for the x-
and y-axis and get Sx = 3.647(13) as well as Sy = 3.641(11), respectively. The
errors are based on Gaussian error propagation. The two values agree with each
other well within their error bars but deviate significantly to the nominal S-factor
from (37). The reason for the large discrepancy is that the telescope lenses are not
perfectly distanced by their combined focal length f1 + f2. Nonetheless, using the
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Figure 12: Calibration lines (x- and y-axes) for PSD1 (left) and calibration lines
for PSD2 (right). Both include the telescope. The absolute slope-value of the
linear fit (red line) denotes the volt-to-millimeter relation. The upper right plot
features a zoom-in to show the actual scattering of the individual single data
points and furthermore the 1σ confidence bands of the fit (two dashed red lines).
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calculated factors Sx,y we determine PSD2est
wo,x,y = PSD2 · Sx,y for both axes. They

are listed in the last column of the table.

Table 1: This table lists all voltage-to-mm calibration slopes with and with-
out telescope (wo). The errors arise from the 10 µm translation accuracy of
the translation stages. The 1σ confidence bands of the fits yield errors below
<0.1 mV mm−1 in all cases and are thus neglected. Also, errors that result from
a geometric misalignment of the stages, such that the translation of detector and
telescope are not perfectly orthogonal with respect to the beam direction, are
below <2.2 µm over 16 mm stage translation and negligible as well.22 The errors
for the estimated PSD2est

wo values are due to Gaussian error propagation.

(V mm−1) slope1 slope2 slope1wo slope2est
wo

x-axis 0.3458(6) 0.3375(4) 1.261(4) 1.231(5)
y-axis 0.3381(6) 0.3361(5) 1.231(3) 1.224(4)

4.2 Performance

To verify the performance of the stabilization the laser beam center was monitored
and recorded for 10 h in a test run including the telescope. Scatter plots of the
recorded beam center fluctuations are in figure 13 for the calibrated PSD1 (left)
and PSD2 (right). Fitting a normal distribution function to the accumulated data
(see left plot) for both axes yields the mean beam center position µx,y and the dis-
tribution width σx,y for the corresponding axis. They are listed in table 2. The
red lines mark the µx,y values such that their cross-section denotes the actual mean
beam center position.
We do not have a reference performance yet without the stabilization system for
comparison. However, in previous experiences it was observed that the beam center
underneath the magnet could suddenly shift up to millimeters due to active con-
struction works, door snapping and a variety of other high-impact disturbances.
These sudden as well as long term shifts of the beam pointing should be efficiently
suppressed by the stabilization to the above estimated precision. This is of course
only true as long as the deflection angle does not exceed the mechanical regulation
angles of the P4S30 or the PSH.

An analysis of the regulation response of the stabilization system to varying pertur-
bation frequencies of beam fluctuations would also be of interest. Especially beam
fluctuations near the actuators’ self-resonance frequencies23 might not be control-
lable.

22This would correspond to an orthogonal misalignment angle of <1° which I did not observe.
23The actual resonance frequency might differ from the one stated above by the manufacturer

depending on setup and mounting.
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Figure 13: Scatter plots of the recorded beam center position for PSD1 (left) and
PSD2 (right) with calibrated axes. The Gaussian fits (red, only shown left for
visibility reasons) represent the position distribution accumulated for the x- or
y-axis. The red dashed lines indicate their mean position µx,y. In the right plot
the data points apparently occupy a grid pattern (less visible in the left plot).
This is the CCD array of the detector which becomes visible at this resolution.

A simple mirror, driven by a sinusoidal disturbance signal of varying frequency,
could simulate beam fluctuations. This has been tested in [65] with the same MRC,
however only a 2-axes (single P4S30 actuator) regulation was used in their response
test. Frequencies between 15 Hz to 300 Hz and 70 Hz to 300 Hz, depending on low
or high control bandwidth setting, could not be stabilized effectively.

Table 2: The mean of the beam center positions and their distribution widths
for PSD1 and PSD2 correspond to the two scatter plots in figure 13. The column
labels denote the (x, y) axes of the respective PSD (1 or 2). Errors denote the
1σ confidence interval of the parameters for the normal distribution fits.

(µm) x1 y1 x2 y2

center µ 38.29(15) −33.13(17) −7.46(8) −9.12(9)
width σ 40.16(11) 47.18(14) 25.24(7) 28.28(7)

4.3 Trap Transmission

Experiences with frequency shifts were made in connection to laser radiation inside
the trap tower [7, 66, 67]. Most likely this phenomenon arises due to local charge
accumulation in the frozen-out gas monolayer induced by the laser.24 This can turn

24After renewing this monolayer of frozen-out gas by heating and degassing our trap chamber,
we have made the observation that the potential settings of our AT were reset back to the settings
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Figure 14: Reference guide for the approximation of the trap transmission. The
blue area shows the fluctuating beam center position detected by the two PSDs.
From this I approximate the beam direction angle αx,y. The red area shows the
beam profile rx,y measured 2019 (left) and σwaistx,y from [58] (right). The beam
size is actually converging with the angle βx,y as depicted here. The diaphragm
aperture is depicted in the green area. As the beam propagates, the beam center
deflection and the beam size enlarge with the angle αx,y and βx,y towards the
values at the aperture σap,fluc

x,y and σap,waist
x,y , respectively.

out to be a severe problem as this steadily causes local surface potential changes
making measurements imprecise or even impossible.

To solve this either the beam is dumped in a controlled fashion inside the trap
or it is properly guided out of the trap. The most straightforward way without any
further implementation of optics or redesign of the trap tower would be to align the
laser beam well enough with the vertical trap axis and have it exit the trap tower
through the 3 mm wide diaphragm above the CT with little scattering.
A viewport at the top end of the beamtube is in direct line of sight with the vertical
axis of the trap tower (see figure 7). With the cryovalve open the laser beam can be
coupled out of that viewport. This can be used to perform an initial beam alignment
and to set the regulation point on the PSDs of the stabilization system. The cry-
ovalve is closed afterwards and from there on the beam consistently leaves the trap
tower with active stabilization and gets effectively dumped inside the beamtube.
The only requirement is a wedged surface of the cryovalve to suppress direct back-
reflection into the trap tower. To get an idea of how much laser power is already
scattered inside the trapping volume I approximate the laser transmission through
the trap tower in the following paragraphs.

used before the laser-campaign in [7]. Therefore, we conclude that the laser had induced charges
that were carried away with the degassing procedure.
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Since the ion injection diaphragm (see FC1 in figure 8) represents with a diam-
eter of ρ = 3 mm the most critical part in the laser beam path, the finite dimension
of the laser beam together with an uncompensated deflection angle leads to a clip-
ping of the beam and thus to photons being scattered into the trap volume. The
greater the deflection the more laser power is dumped inside the trap tower, leading
to uncontrollable frequency shifts. In the following paragraph I approximate the
order of magnitude of the laser power transmission through the aperture of the di-
aphragm. Figure 14 serves as a reference guide for this estimation.

I assume a perfectly aligned regulation point of the stabilization system with the
diaphragm aperture center. Then I consider two effects that contribute to power
losses due to beam clipping in the x- and y-axis, respectively. First, the beam
center fluctuates around the regulation point with the standard deviations σap,fluc

x,y .
Second, the beam itself extends over a finite length. On the basis of [58] I assume a
Gaussian beam profile for our cooling laser with standard deviations σap,waist

x,y at the
aperture. The overall power distribution across the plane of the aperture is then a
superposition of two Gaussian functions with the overall standard deviation

Rx,y =

√(
σap,fluc
x,y

)2

+
(
σap,waist
x,y

)2

. (38)

For the estimation of the beam center fluctuation σap,fluc
x,y at the aperture I consider

the following: with an ideally stabilized beam direction, the scattering profile at
PSD2 would imprint itself at the aperture in L1 ≈ 0.7 m distance with equal size.
Since the stabilization is not perfect, I allow a residual deflection angle αx,y of the
beam direction. I assume a beam center deflection of σ1,x,y + σ2,x,y over the 0.4 m
distance between the two PSDs (see blue area in figure 14) and calculate the beam
deflection angle. Then it is σap,fluc

x,y = σ2,x,y + tan(αx,y) · L1.
For the estimation of the beam size σap,waist

x,y at the aperture the beam divergence
βx,y over the beam path length must be taken into account. I compare the beam
profile in front of the breadboard and near the laser source (approx. 3.3 m distance)
to estimate the divergence (see red area in figure 14). The former profile rx,y has
been measured in 201925, the latter I can calculate from the beam characterization
done in [58]. Then it is σap,waist

x,y = rx,y + tan(βx,y) ·L2, with the distance L2 ≈ 1.1 m
from the front of the breadboard to the aperture.

The important geometrical values and results are listed in table 3. All values already
include the effect of the beam size reduction by the telescope. The minus sign in
βx,y indicates that the beam is actually converging. Nevertheless, at some point the
beam must spread and diverge. I neglect any of this initial convergence of the beam
and assume virtual spread-out right from the beginning of the laser aperture. The
1σ widths of the overall laser power distribution at the aperture is given by Rx,y. In
the last column I compare this with the aperture radius Rap = 1.5 mm to evaluate

25The dimensions were rs
y = 0.8 mm and rs

x = 0.5 mm without the beam size reduction by the
telescope. Thus, it is approx. ry ≈ 0.22 mm and rx ≈ 0.14 mm directly after the telescope.
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Table 3: Values of the beam size at the breadboard rx,y, the deflection and
divergence angle αx,y and βx,y and the standard deviation of the overall power
distribution Rx,y together with the relative deviation from the aperture radius.
Since this is an order of magnitude estimation only, I do not give errors. All
values include the beam size reduction of the telescope.

r/mm α/rad β/rad R/mm Rap/R

x-axis 0.14 1.6× 10−4 −1.53× 10−4 0.355 4.0σ
y-axis 0.22 1.9× 10−4 −1.32× 10−4 0.377 4.2σ

how much laser power transits the aperture for the respective axis. This corresponds
to a surface containing 99.99 % of the laser power that can geometrically enter the
aperture, while 0.01 % of the power is clipped and directly scattered back into the
trap volume.
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5 Ion-Ion Coupling

Here I present the main part of my thesis. It is accompanied by the appendix A, B
and C and starts with a motivational introduction, where I explain the reasons for
an alternative sympathetic cooling technique and lay the starting point for the idea
of a novel coupling scheme. Then, I give an analytical description of the coupling
scheme and discuss simulations of it in detail. Afterwards, I illustrate the setup for
a proof of principle measurement, review the results and compare them with the
simulations.

5.1 Motivation for an Alternative Sympathetic Cooling Tech-
nique in a Penning Trap

For sympathetic laser cooling an interaction between one or more particles of in-
terest and a laser cooling medium needs to be established. In the case of Penning
traps, where we can deal with ions only, Coulomb interaction is the apparent choice
for this coupling. The most straightforward way to achieve coupling is by trap-
ping the ions of interest and the auxiliary ions together in a single Penning trap.
Sympathetic laser cooling has been successfully implemented this way in 1986 [68]
using a two-species 9Be+/198Hg+ plasma and since then improved and extended to
other ion species (e.g. [69] used highly charged Xe). Nowadays, also techniques exist
that allow sympathetic laser cooling of single ions stored in a spatial double well
of micro-traps [53, 70, 71]. They arose within fields of application such as quantum
simulation, information and logic gate computing. However, even for such advanced
sympathetic cooling techniques, they come with a significant drawback for e.g. high-
precision g-factor experiments such as Alphatrap as the ions cannot be separated
on a macroscopic scale. Co-trapping the ion of interest with the laser cooled ion in
a single Penning trap perturbs its motion to a highly unwanted degree. To this end,
a different cooling technique has to be employed.

In 1990 Heinzen and Wineland [14] proposed a novel sympathetic cooling technique
to trap the two ions in two traps that share a common endcap. Their axial motions
induce charges in this common endcap and exert forces on the respective other ion,
thus enabling indirect Coulomb coupling. In a quantum oscillator approach they
calculated a time constant for the energy exchange between the ions – denoted here
by the subscripts 1 and 2 – to be

tex =
πω̃zDeff,1Deff,2

√
m1m2

q1q2

√
N1N2

Cp . (39)

Deff,i is the effective electrode distance of the respective trap, mi, qi and Ni are the
mass, charge and the amount (in case we are dealing with multiple ions in a cloud) of
the respective ion species, ω̃z is the shared and pushed axial frequency of both ions
and Cp is the total parallel trap capacitance.26 To evoke an idea, one can think of a

26Cp combines all stray capacitances into one total parallel capacitor. Since two separate traps
are now involved, Cp no longer models one trap but rather combines the stray capacitances of
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single HCI in trap 1 that is coupled to the cooling medium consisting of a coherent
cloud of N2 = 100 laser-cooled 9Be+ ions in trap 2. The axial modes can couple
when their detected frequencies overlap at ω̃z,1 = ω̃z,2 ≡ ω̃0.27 The radial modes
of the HCI can be addressed with sideband coupling together with laser-cooling of
the beryllium ions. The above technique is currently implemented in the BASE
experiment [72]. Details can be found in [66].

From an experimental point of view a long tex significantly constrains this cool-
ing technique. Time variations of the trapping fields lead to frequency fluctuations,
here referred to as jitter. Coherent mode coupling and efficient energy transfer can
only happen when frequency overlap is held throughout the coupling operation.
Longer tex are substantially prone to frequency jitter of either ion and will suppress
the cooling scheme efficiency. It is therefore important to retain tex short, which is
not necessarily given for low q/m ions. However, the parameters defining tex allow
only limited control to reduce the time constant. One relies on the initial trap and
particle composition and lacks the flexibility to apply this cooling technique to dif-
ferent ion species.
This thought was the starting point of this thesis to come up with an alternative
concept for sympathetic laser cooling in a Penning trap.

Eq. (39) gives access to a variety of parameters to enhance the coupling strength
and shorten tex. But all of them are bound by practical limitations.
First of all, the coupling is obviously stronger for higher q/m ions. Concerning the
cooling medium, singly ionized beryllium is typically the ion of choice. It is easy
to produce and provides a convenient 313 nm laser cooling transition. We are not
bound to a single beryllium ion but can rather trap up to N2 ∼ 1000 ions as a
manageable coherent cloud. Unfortunately the square root of the ion number gives
this parameter an unfavorable scaling.
The effective electrode distance Deff of measurements traps could be reduced to
a few millimeter as long as geometry requirements for a compensated/orthogonal
trap are met, which bind e.g. the electrode’s radius to its length. But we can see
problems of small traps already from the proportionality ωz ∝

√
C2Ur/d2

char from
eq. (5). If dchar is small, we need to supply a smaller ring potential Ur to retain iden-
tical axial frequency. This however worsens the signal-to-noise ratio of the voltage
source and also any voltage-to-patch-potential28 ratio. Smaller electrodes are also
unwanted because they facilitate image charge shifts and the ion motion is more
affected by higher order field imperfections. The beryllium trap (BeT) does not
need to meet the high precision standard of a measurement trap. Its radius can be
decreased as long as coherent trapping can be controlled and the ions are not lost
to the electrode surface. We can also think to lower the coupling frequency ω̃0. The
resonator detection range limits this to only a small fractional change though.

both traps and their connections.
27We will see in section 5.3 that the pushed frequencies need to overlap rather than the original

ones.
28Patch potentials are local charge accumulations on the electrode surfaces. See e.g. [25] for

further information.
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In contrast to the trap properties discussed so far, Cp is the only trap parameter that
does not result in additional jitter. The Cp can be reduced by proper trap design or
by shunting it with an inductance which is also shortly mentioned in [14]. The latter
is the equivalent to a resonator and was to our knowledge never taken further into
consideration. Therefore, we propose a novel coupling technique utilizing a common
resonator as the interaction bridge. This brings along two main advantages:

1. We can position the two traps spatially apart anywhere in the trap tower as
long as they are both connected to the same resonator.

2. We can effectively minimize Cp by orders of magnitude with the shunting effect
of the resonator’s inductance.

5.2 Effective Resonator Model

Before I go into the description of the common resonator coupling, it will be useful
to describe the resonator impedance somewhat differently than in eq. (18). I break
down the impedance into its real and complex part and define the components

Zres = Re(Zres) + i Im(Zres) ≡ ZReff
+ ZCeff

. (40)

This way the resonator impedance is fully described by a two component series
circuit rather than a parallel RLC-circuit: the real part of the resonator is a variably
effective resistance Reff and the complex part is a variably effective capacitance Ceff

ZReff
= Reff −→ Reff(ω) ≡ Re(Zres) ,

ZCeff
= − i

ωCeff

−→ Ceff(ω) ≡ − 1

ω Im(Zres)
.

(41)

Instead of ZCeff
, I could just as well introduce an inductive description for the

complex resonator part via ZLeff
. With the detuning from the resonator center

∆r = ω−ωr we can approximate (see appendix A) the effective resonator components
via

Ceff(ω) ≈ 2Cp
∆r

ωr

and Reff(ω) ≈ Rpω
2
r

4Q2∆2
r

. (42)

These approximations do not hold near the resonator center but the relative devi-
ations δCeff/Ceff and δReff/Reff between eq. (41) and (42) rapidly fall off with the
detuning. For our AT resonator at ∆r = 2π × 50 Hz they are both approx. ∼ 20 %
and at ∆r = 2π × 150 Hz already ∼ 2 %. Towards very large detuning ωr � ∆r the
deviations slowly increase again. No deviation is expected at ∆r ≈ 2π × 502 Hz for
Ceff and at ∆r ≈ 2π × 575 Hz for Reff .
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Figure 15: Schematic drawing of the coupling concept. The two Penning traps
store a single HCI and beryllium ion and are connected to a common resonator.
Their ions interact via induced image currents. See text for further description.
The position of the two traps is arbitrary as long as ions can be loaded either
through external injection or internal production. The beryllium trap should
also be equipped with a 313 nm cooling laser beam path for laser cooling.

5.3 Interaction of Two Ions Coupled via a Common Res-
onator

In this section I derive an analytical description of the two ions coupled via the
common resonator. Figure 15 depicts the concept of the ion-ion coupling. For
simplicity, I set N2 = 1 to a single beryllium ion. Each ion induces an image
current into the resonator according to eq. (16). They combine to an overall current
itot = iind,1 + iind,2 which gives rise to a voltage drop utot,sig across the resonator.29

The resulting retroactive force by the resonator acts on the axial mode of both ions
and couples them:

z̈1 = −ω2
z,1z1 −

q1

D1m1

utot,sig
(22)
= −ω2

z,1z1 −
q2

1Zres(ωz,1)

D2
1m1

ż1 −
q1q2Zres(ωz,2)

D1D2m1

ż2 , (43a)

z̈2 = −ω2
z,2z2 −

q2

D2m2

utot,sig
(22)
= −ω2

z,2z2 −
q2

2Zres(ωz,2)

D2
2m2

ż2 −
q2q1Zres(ωz,1)

D2D1m2

ż1 . (43b)

The amplitudes of the two ions are modulated with the generalized Rabi frequency
Ω̃G (similar to the sideband coupling in section 2.5.2), which describes an oscillatory
energy/amplitude transfer between the ion modes. I further split Zres into the

29For a cooling medium of N beryllium ions their induced current will be itot,2 = N2iind,2

assuming they oscillate coherently.
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effective parameters Reff and Ceff via eq. (40):

z̈1 = −

ω̃2
z,1︷ ︸︸ ︷(

ω2
z,1 +

q2
1

D2
1m1Ceff,1

)
z1 −

q2
1Reff,1

D2
1m1

ż1 −
q1q2Reff,2

D1D2m1

ż2 −

k1︷ ︸︸ ︷
q1q2

D1D2m1Ceff,2

z2 ,

(44a)

z̈2 = −
(
ω2

z,2 +
q2

2

D2
2m2Ceff,2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ω̃2
z,2

z2 −
q2

2Reff,2

D2
2m2

ż2 −
q1q2Reff1

D1D2m2

ż1 −
q1q2

D1D2m2Ceff,1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k2

z1 .

(44b)

Note that there is a −90° phase shift of the voltage across Ceff relative to the voltage
drop across Reff . I used ż = iωzz

30 to incorporate this phase shift into the Ceff terms.
The frequency shift ωz → ω̃z of the axial frequency is the resonator pushing effect
introduced in eq. (27).31 Technically, Ceff(ω) depends on the original ion frequency
and in fact the two ions see the resonator from different frequency positions if
ω1 6= ω2. Therefore, we must distinguish Ceff,1 ≡ Ceff(ω1) and Ceff,2 ≡ Ceff(ω2) for
the two ions. For further derivation I omit the Reff damping terms to simplify the
calculations. This way I do not take a shift of the Rabi frequency into account, but
the shift is in the first place negligible.
In appendix B I derive the generalized Rabi frequency Ω̃G from the above EOM
including a small ion detuning δ = ω̃z,2 − ω̃z,1:

Ω̃G =
√
δ2 + Ω2

δ with Ωδ =
q1q2

D1D2

√
ω̃0(ω̃0 + δ)m1m2

1

Cc
eff(ωz,1, ωz,2)

. (45)

Here some new definitions appear. Without loss of generality it is ω̃z,1 ≡ ω̃0 and
ω̃z,2 = ω̃0 + δ. I also re-define a combined effective capacitance Cc

eff(ωz,1, ωz,2) ≡√
Ceff,1Ceff,2. For small δ ∼ Hz however I can just as well write Cc

eff(ωz,1, ωz,2) ≈
Ceff,1 ≈ Ceff,2 ≡ Ceff . Eq. (42) approximates the deviation between Ceff,1 and Ceff,2

to about ∼ 3 % for δ = 2π × 5 Hz.32 Note that Ωδ takes on the role of the Rabi
frequency ΩR as long as the ions are detuned. When the detuning vanishes δ −→ 0
it is simultaneously Ω̃G −→ Ωδ −→ ΩR.
The ion energies are exchanged after half an oscillation of Ω̃G . This is often referred
to as a π-pulse and allows me to introduce a time constant for one such π-pulse

τex(ω̃0, δ) =
π

Ω̃G

. (46)

30This follows from the general ansatz z = z0(t) exp(iωzz) and approximating ż =
z0iωz exp(iωzz) + ż0 exp(iωzz) ≈ iωzz by neglecting the second term.

31Note that this is only the approximation made in eq. (27). The damping term also contributes
to the shift, but this is comparably a very marginal effect though.

32Remarkably this is independent of ∆r. The question is whether this deviation is valid which
is true at ∆r = 2π × 150 Hz.
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Figure 16: Double logarithmic plot of the frequency dependency of the effective
capacitance Ceff(ω) according to eq. (41). The x-axis gives the detuning from
the resonator center. Zres is simulated with the trap parameter from our recent
measurement run (see table 4 for parameters and section 5.4 for the measure-
ment). The local minimum coordinates are given in the text.

For the perfectly coupled case and if we include N1,N2, our exchange time constant
becomes identical to the time constant expressed in (39) by Heinzen and Wineland:

τex(ω̃0, δ = 0) =
πω̃0D1D2

√
m1m2

q1q2

√
N1N2

Ceff . (47)

In conclusion, the resonator features similar coupling to eq. (39) with the great
advantage that we can control and tune the effective parallel trap capacitance Ceff(ω)
by choosing different coupling positions ω̃0.

5.3.1 Tuning Ceff

The fundamental idea is to bring the axial coupling frequency ω̃0 to a position where
Ceff(ω) translates into a small τex, while at the same time the resonator interaction
τres from eq. (25) for each ion is small. Before I explain the latter compromise let
me plot the general dependency of Ceff(ω) in figure 16 for the AT resonator setup
(see caption). At ω ≈ 2π × 24 Hz a minimal value of Ceff ≈ 6× 10−3 pF can be
achieved. Compared to the original parallel AT trap capacitance Cp ≈ 21.5 pF this
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Figure 17: Double logarithmic plots of the exchange time constants τex for a
single 9Be+ and a single 208Pb81+ and their individual resistive time constants
τres. The simulations (left) are based on the latest AT parameters (table 4).
Alternative values D1,Pb = 20 mm and D2,Be = 3 mm were used to represent a
dedicated BeT (right). The three line shapes are discussed in the text.

corresponds to a principal improvement of τex by a factor of Cp/Ceff ∼ 3500. For
very large detuning Ceff converges back to Ceff

ω0≫ωr−−−−→ Cp.
I must point out two things here. First, Cp will readjust when a second trap is
connected to the resonator. We can estimate it upon measuring the corresponding
resonator parameters (Q,ωr, Rp).33 This effect will be small though, because the
main contribution to Cp is typically provided by the resonator itself.
Second and more importantly, though τex can be reduced by a significant amount,
this does not mean efficient cooling. The coupling of the ions with the resonator at
4 K have to be taken into account here as well. If I consider a thermalized HCI cou-
pled to a laser-cooled beryllium ion, upon cooling the HCI below the resonator bath
temperature, the resonator will immediately act as a heating source to the HCI with
the resonator time constant τres according to eq. (25). Of course, the same holds for
the beryllium ion which is laser cooled to the Doppler temperature TD = 0.5 mK.
In figure 17 I plot as an extreme example the exchange time τex(ω) between a single
9Be+ and hydrogenlike 208Pb81+, and compare it to their individual τres,Be and τres,Pb

resonator time constants.34 The two plots differ only in the trap setup (see caption):
(left) I use the effective electrode distances from our latest measurement, (right) I
use a small Deff to represent a dedicated beryllium trap setup. A sub-second τex

would be possible for our current trap setup in the ∆r ∼ 2π× 10 Hz regime, but the
heating of the resonator dominates the energy exchange. The HCI features a strong
ion-ion coupling but also brings along an unfavorable strong coupling to the res-
onator. However, with the dedicated beryllium trap the ion-ion coupling dominates
already at ∆r & 2π ·100 Hz. According to figure 16 still a thousandfold improvement
of Ceff and τex is possible at that detuning. This shows the great conditions and

33I re-estimate Cp this way in section 5.4.2.
34When the ions are coupled, the resistive heating/cooling of the ions is strictly speaking a

combination of the ion’s individual τres. I still plot them individually for a reference scale.
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possibilities our sympathetic cooling technique can offer in principle.

An experimental operation scheme to cool the HCI, similar to the technique de-
scribed in [14], could be based on the steps:

1. Laser is off, move both ions together to the coupling position ω̃0 and wait for
the voltage source to thermalize.

2. At this coupling position laser cool the beryllium ion or cloud for τD down to
TD to initialize the coupling (τD � τex).

3. Wait for one τex and repeat step 2 to re-initialize the coupling.

4. When the HCI is sufficiently cooled separate the ions (ω̃z,1 6= ω̃z,2) and move
them away from the resonator to suppress heating.

During step 2 the HCI will exchange energy with the beryllium. But because of the
resonator heating and ion jitter, the energy cannot be transferred completely. Thus,
the cooling cycle needs to be repeated (purpose of step 3). Also, during coupling the
laser cooling should be turned off as it would suppress the coupling. The beryllium
is effectively fixed in position by the strong laser cooling and cannot induce a current
into the resonator effectively.

5.3.2 Avoided Crossing Line Shape

So far I have looked at time dynamics of the ion-ion coupling and derived the
time constant τex for one π-pulse. On the other hand though, focusing on the
energy/frequency behavior, two coupled oscillators show a very prominent avoided
crossing behavior of their mode energies [38]. The new time-independent orthogonal
modes of the coupled axial system (analogous to the double dip in section 2.5.2)
oscillate with

Ω± = ω̃0 +
δ

2
± Ω̃G

2
= ω̃0 +

1

2

(
δ ±

√
δ2 + Ω2

δ

)
. (48)

The two modes are split by Ω+ − Ω− = Ω̃G. Minimal splitting (or strongest cou-
pling) is achieved at zero detuning, where Ω̃G → ΩR. Now consider ion 1 to be
fixed at ω̃z,1 and ion 2 driven with ω̃z,2 = ω̃z,1 + δ in such a way that the detuning δ
increases linearly. Sweeping from negative to positive detuning, the signal of ion 2
would cross the signal of ion 1 on the resonator. But instead, within the regime of
small δ, the two axial modes of the ions couple and form the orthogonal modes. No
signal crossing occurs due to the non-zero splitting of Ω+ and Ω−. The transition
from original modes to orthogonal modes is continuous. This is called an avoided
crossing and appears for any two coupled oscillators.

We are able to simulate the avoided crossing we would produce with our trap setup
parameters. For this I treat the two ions and the resonator in the equivalent circuit
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Figure 18: The equivalent circuit of the detection system interacting with two
separated ions is shown in the green area. Each ion interacts with the images
charges of both ions. This is an extension to 6. The plots of the simulated
Z‡tot are shown in the blue area. The simulations are based on our measurement
setup (see table 4 for the corresponding trap values) storing a single 84Kr23+ and
a 40Ar11+ in the two traps. Z‡tot is plotted for two scenarios with the krypton
ion being fixed at ∆ ≈ 2π × 150 Hz but a different δ in both cases: (left) the
strongest coupling position δ = 0 Hz and (right) EIT position ωKr = ωAr. In
both plots the positions of the pushed frequencies ω̃Kr and ω̃Ar are indicated as
the vertical green and pink lines (they overlap in the left plot). While only the
blue line shape Re(Z‡tot) of a thermalized ion is physically detectable, the nodes
of the red line shape Im(Z‡tot) reveal turning points of the impedance. Nodes
that feature a sign change from (− −→ +) denote a shortening of the circuit
and thus reveal the original frequencies ωKr and ωAr (the nodes overlap in the
right plot).
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model (see figure 18), and study the total impedance Z‡tot of the circuit:

Z‡tot ≡ Zion,1‖Zion,2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Zions

‖Zres =
ZresZions

Zres + Zions

with Zions =
Zion,1Zion,2

Zion,1 + Zion,2

. (49)

But before I proceed with the avoided crossing emerging from Z‡tot, it is helpful to
understand its line shape first. In figure 18 two prominent scenarios for Z‡tot are
plotted that represent two different frequency setups of the coupled ions. Without
loss of generality I chose 84Kr23+ as ion 1 and 40Ar11+ as ion 2, since those were later
used in our measurements. While the frequency position of ion 1 is identical in both
plots, ion 2 is initialized with different δ. The blue and red curves show the real and
complex part of Z‡tot for the respective ion setup. The yellow and pink vertical lines
indicate ω̃z,1 and ω̃z,2 for the individual ions. They are derived by peak detection
of Ztot and therefore do not include the ion-ion coupling. This serves as a reference
to see at what frequencies the individual ions would actually oscillate. Nodes of
Im(Z‡tot) with a sign change (− −→ +) always denote the original ion frequencies
(see section 2.4.3).

The first scenario (left) shows the strongest coupling position where the ion’s pushed
frequencies overlap perfectly (ω̃z,1 = ω̃z,2) and Re(Z‡tot) features the two dispersive
signals of the orthogonal modes with minimal splitting of ΩR. In this thesis these
modes are termed common mode u and counter mode v to insinuate the induced
currents of the two ions in the resonator to be in phase or out of phase, respectively
(see appendix D for quantitative details). With a Gedankenexperiment based on
the retroactive force from eq. (22) I can assign the modes to their dispersive sig-
nals: an induced current exerts a force on the ion which e.g. led to the resonator
pushing effect in section 2.4.3. If two induced currents are in phase, they add up
constructively and the frequency pushing effect becomes even larger. Therefore, the
dispersive signal that spans over a broader dip-to-peak range must be the common
mode. For out of phase currents the pushing effect decreases. An alternative point
of view is to consider the retroactive forces induced by one ion on the respective
other ion. In phase currents have an accelerating impact and shift the common
mode to a higher frequency while out of phase currents decelerate the counter mode
oscillation to lower frequencies.

In the second plot the other extreme scenario is presented (right). When the origi-
nal frequencies overlap (ωz,1 = ωz,2) the retroactive forces produced by the currents
induced by the counter mode cancel.35 This means that the counter mode experi-
ences no frequency pushing and rather oscillates at the original ion frequency which
shortens the circuit (Z‡tot → 0, analogous to section 2.4.3). Therefore, the counter
mode vanishes and effectively decouples from the resonator. This behavior is similar
to electrically induced transparency (EIT) [73].
Interestingly, for the same ion species and equal trap properties for both traps, the

35The overall current itself, induced by the counter mode, however is only zero in the special
case of q1

D1
√
m1

= q2
D2
√
m2

.
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EIT point is exactly at the perfect coupling position because the transparency de-
mands ωz,1 = ωz,2 and the frequency pushing is equally large for identical ions.

Now I proceed with the avoided crossing landscape. I simulate the line shape of
Re(Z‡tot) multiple times for a fixed 84Kr23+ and a linearly swept 40Ar11+. I arrange
the acquired line shapes from negative to positive detuning as data columns in a
matrix. The landscape of this matrix is plotted in figure 19. Vertical columns of
this landscape probe Re(Z‡tot) for a given ion detuning δ (x-axis) within a small
frequency range on the resonator flank (y-axis). As an example the dashed orange
lines indicate the columns that represent exactly the two plotted scenarios from
figure 18 (blue area).

This impedance landscape reveals the sought after avoided crossing line shape of
the signal peaks. Depending on the ion species and trap parameters the minimal
splitting becomes larger/smaller and additionally the EIT position changes. In the
non-coupled case we expect a linear crossing of the signal peaks. The transition
from the ion individual modes to the orthogonal modes is continuous.

I should point out here that the simulations of Z‡tot automatically include all the
damping effects of Reff , which we neglected in the analytical derivation in (44) be-
fore.
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Figure 19: Landscape of Re(Z‡tot) plotted for a small resonator detuning range
∆r (y-axis) and every time a different ion detuning is set up (x-axis). Note
that the x-axis labels the original frequency difference and not directly δ. The
columns indicated by the two dashed lines are exactly the two plots from figure
18 (blue area).
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Figure 20: Schematic implementation of the provisional BeT. This is a zoomed-
in view of figure 8 onto the lower part of the trap tower. The red area denotes the
AT electrodes, the blue area the BeT electrodes. The purple intersection region
indicates a shared common electrode. The AT axial resonator is connected to
the lower AT endcape. A UV laser for laser cooling is not implemented.

5.4 The Proof of Coupling Measurement

So far I have derived a theoretical description for an alternative coupling scheme
with exchange time constant τex. Simulations show the avoided crossing pattern
in figure 19, which predicts the voltage signal of the common and counter modes
of the coupled system. If we can reproduce that pattern with experimental data,
this would be an irrevocably proof that coupling between the two ions occurs. We
aim to perform a proof of principle measurement that shows ion-ion coupling whose
experimental data can be described with our theory.
To this end, from a stack of unengaged electrodes we prepare a provisional third
trap (beside the PT and AT) that has a connection to the same resonator as the
AT to perform such measurements.

5.4.1 Preparation of the Beryllium Trap - BeT

Since no dedicated beryllium trap has been installed yet at Alphatrap and laser
cooling will not be required in our proof of principle measurements, we used spare
electrodes below the AT as a substitution (see figure 20). This stack of electrodes
(BeT)36 was never envisaged for measurement trap operation, thus the voltage set-
tings for these electrodes had to be significantly optimized. After ion injection from
the HC-EBIT [47] we ended up with the similar charge-to-mass ratio species 84Kr23+

in the AT and 40Ar11+ in the BeT.
36The BeT here is not to be confused with the BeT setup in [7].
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Figure 21: Dip signals for the same ion near the resonator center but with
different TR settings. The resonator noise level is at ∼ −100 dbVrms. Good
coarse settings with little jitter: the dip reaches the noise level (left). Worse
settings with larger jitter (right): the dip is smeared out and loses 3 dbVrms in
depths which is already a factor of 2 less in power density level compared to the
other dip. One resonator spectrum is obtained averaging over 20 spectra from
the FFT analyzer with 16 s data acquisition time.

We operated the BeT with asymmetric tuning ratios to move the trapping well with
the ion ∼ 1.5 mm closer towards the resonator in order to reduce Deff and improve
the detected dip width. Unfortunately this trap asymmetry facilitates odd order
field imperfections that need to be compensated. In principle, the two different TR
for the upper and lower correction electrodes allow a C4 and C3 compensation.
We did the optimization process in two steps. First, we compared the depths of an
ion dip for different TR settings: the jitter smears out the tip of the dip during the
spectrum acquisition which then reaches less down to the noise level (see figure 21).
In a better compensated trap higher order field imperfections are more suppressed
and the ion frequency is less prone to energy fluctuations. Therefore, we probe the
TR for deep ion dips.
Then in a subsequent fine tuning step, starting from the coarse settings, we observed
the thermalization process of an excited ion signal. We perform the observation on
the flank of the resonator where the thermalization process is slowed down. After a
dipolar excitation pulse, the enlarged peak signal shrinks/cools down to its previous
thermalized signal shape. This should happen without any frequency drift because
ideally no field imperfections are present. The thermalization pattern is probed for
small variation steps of the two TRs to spot the setting for a minimal frequency
drift where C3 cancels roughly C4.37

Last but not least the two traps are spatially so close together that their voltage
settings affect each other: whenever we change voltages of one trap for e.g. moving
the ion frequency along the resonator, we also have to adjust the voltages in the

37We only set the trap in a way that the axial motion shows minimal frequency shifts. This does
not mean we found the settings for compensated C3 = C4 = 0 which would additionally suppress
frequency shifts of the radial modes.
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Figure 22: The 201 obtained spectra are layered along the x-axis to form this
measurement landscape. Each vertical column represents exactly one of the
obtained spectra. The chart is build up analogously to figure 19 except the
detected voltage is represented instead of Z‡tot. The apparent pixelated chart
background is caused by the resonator noise floor in each spectrum. More details
are given in the text.

other trap to compensate the penetrating electric field in it. This effect is fortu-
nately linear to first order within the parallel plate capacitor picture introduced in
section 2.4.1.

5.4.2 Avoided Crossing Measurement

After the BeT had been set up, optimized to our best effort and compensated against
each other’s field, we set the AT ion to a fixed ∆r ≈ 2π× 150 Hz resonator detuning
with ωz,1 ≈ 2π×334 360 Hz and the BeT ion frequency to range from approximately
−2π× 6 Hz < δ < 2π× 6 Hz within 201 steps. During each step one resonator spec-
trum is acquired, producing a total of 201 spectra. Layering them from negative
to positive δ analogous to figure 19 yields the landscape in figure 22. The pattern
of the measured spectra looks already at first glance by eye similar to the previous
simulation.
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Figure 23: All spectra are fitted individually producing 201 different Ceff,i values
that are then averaged (left). The 201 spectra are fitted at the same time all
utilizing the same and final Ceff parameter (right).

Qualitatively, the experimental data clearly reveal an avoided crossing pattern and
also feature the EIT as discussed for the simulation. The prominent frequency
jumps in the AT line are caused by rounding of the voltage source. The voltage
step size to compensate the AT against the gradually increasing BeT voltage is
actually smaller than the precision of the voltage source (UM1-14 [74]). The com-
pensation voltages are therefore adjusted down or up by the voltage source which
lead to this bin jumping like behavior. The smoother frequency fluctuation is caused
by voltage source instability and additionally by trap imperfections for the BeT line.

The goal is to extract a value for Ceff as it allows us to estimate ΩR and τex for
given ion and trap parameters according to eq. (45) and (46). I quantify Ceff

with two different methods. Each experimental spectrum is fitted via the Matlab
lsqnonlin-function with eq. (21b) as the fit model except and Z −→ Z‡tot. However,
before I can address Ceff as the determining fit parameter, I need to fix several vari-
ables in advance in different pre-fits. I give a short rundown of these steps in the
following but more technical details and results are covered in appendix C.

1. First, Deff needs to be determined for both traps. Deff,AT has been calculated
before in [18] however, since the trapping potentials of the AT and BeT are
significantly affect each other, the axial trapping positions are pulled towards
the resonator reducing Deff .

2. Then I must characterize the resonator noise. The resonator itself is fully
described by the set of variables (ωr, Q, Ã) and any possible detection effect is
accounted by (ũen, κ). We assume that the resonator properties do not vary
over the course of the measurement run so that we can model and separate
the Zres part for all fits.
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Table 4: This table lists the values of the essential fixed parameters during all
four fitting stages. No mean value for the frequencies (ωAT, ωBeT, σ) are given due
to the fitting procedure of stage 4. The first brackets of all parameters denote the
1σ parameter confidence interval (estimated via the Matlab nliparci-function)
and all necessary error propagation from previous fixed parameters. The second
bracket is the statistical error of the mean. See appendix C for more details and
the complete derivation of the fixed parameter values.

Parameter unit Fixed Value

Deff,AT mm 17.97(13)(1)
Deff,BeT mm 24.45(27)(3)
Q 7016(34)(3)
Ã Vrms 1455(12)(1)
ωr 2π × Hz 334 210.60(11)(1)
uen Vrms 1.885(4)
κ̃det Vrms s −8(20)(2)× 10−7

σ 2π × Hz (8)
ωAT 2π × Hz (13)
ωBeT 2π × Hz (15)

C
(1)
eff 10−14F 1.994(35)(2)

C
(2)
eff 10−14F 1.989(26)

3. In a third step I obtain the frequency settings for every single spectrum and
individually pass them to step 4. I consider the parameters (ωAT, ωBeT, σ).
The first two are the original ion frequencies and σ describes the frequency
jitter of the BeT ion. The jitter can be modeled by a Gaussian distribution
of width σ around the mean ωBeT. This jitter fitting procedure improves the
fitting tremendously.

4. After all the essential variables have been assigned a fixed value by describing
Zres via a RLC-circuit, I instead separate it now into ZReff

and ZCeff
and

implement Ceff as a variable into the complex part (see section 5.2). The fit
model is then fully described by only Ceff . The difference in the two methods
are that the first one fits Ceff for each spectrum individually, which is then
averaged to C(1)

eff , while the second one fits each spectrum simultaneously with
only one common C(2)

eff parameter. Figure 23 gives an idea of the two schemes:
(left) is the individual and (right) the simultaneous fitting.

Table 4 lists the results for C(2)
eff , C(1)

eff and the current trap parameters. The error
budget is explained in the caption. Statistical errors, if any, are dominated by the
parameter fitting uncertainty in all cases. C(1)

eff and C(2)
eff deviate ∼ 0.3 % from each

other, which is well within the range of their relative errors of δC(1)
eff /C

(1)
eff = 1.8 %
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Table 5: Simulated and measured results are listed. Initial parameter uncertain-
ties to simulate τ sim

ex are negligible. Because I estimated Csim
eff , its error is due

to Gaussian error propagation of the Deff uncertainties. For τmeas
ex the errors are

calculated via error propagation as well. No statistical error propagation was
given because they were either negligible compared to their 1σ parameter uncer-
tainty (in the case of both Deff) or the error propagation itself could be neglected
completely (in the case of ωAT). The leading error is given by Ceff-nliparci.

Ceff/10−14 F ΩR/(2π×Hz) τex/s

simulation 1.958(25) 0.59 0.841
measurement 1.989(26) 0.58(1) 0.856(16)

and δC
(2)
eff /C

(2)
eff = 1.3 %. This makes a distinction between the two results redun-

dant. I choose the more precise value C(2)
eff as the representative effective capacitance

of our measurement. The smaller overall error of C(2)
eff compared to C(1)

eff is due to
a smaller parameter confidence interval (see table 9). This is because the simulta-
neous fitting routine provides a larger spectrum of meaningful residuals available
to minimize (better statistics), whereas the individual fitting routine relies only
on the residuals of one individual spectrum at a time. With the determined ωr

for the present trap setup we can estimate the parallel AT trap capacitance to be
Cp = L−1ω−2

r ≈ 21.6 pF, if we assume L = 10.5 mH has not changed since its quan-
tification in [18]. Our measurement shows an effective reduction of the parallel trap
capacitance by a factor of ∼ 1100. Remarkably, our Deff,AT value deviates by 9σ
from the value estimated in [18] as a result of the altered ion position caused by the
BeT trapping potential described in fitting step 1.

I can now calculate the experimental values for τex and ΩR and compare them
with the simulated ones. The results are given in table 5.
The estimation of τ sim

ex is straightforward: I simulate the Z‡tot line shape with the
newly calculated resonator parameters and read out the minimal splitting of the
common and counter mode (which is directly ΩR) and the coupling position ω̃sim

0

both with negligible small error. This allows me to calculate back to the correspond-
ing τ sim

ex and then Csim
eff via eq. (46) and (47). For the experimental value of τex it is

done the other way around: we have measured Ceff and calculate τex via (47). I just
miss a quantification of the experimental overlap frequency ω̃0. However, one mea-
surement condition was the fixation of the AT ion frequency. Therefore, I assume
that the coupling must have happened at ω̃0 = ω̃AT. To this end, I average all ob-
tained ωAT from fitting stage 3 and calculate ω̃AT via its definition in eq. (44). I end
up with ωAT = 2π × 334 359.66(13)(13)Hz and ω̃0 = 2π × 334 360.24(13)(13)Hz.38

Unfortunately the bin jumping of the AT frequency gives rise to a relatively large
statistical error (second bracket). The absolute deviation ω̃sim

0 − ω̃0 = 2π × 0.07 Hz

38The uncertainty ∆ωAT in the error budget of ω̃0 dominates other contributions. The errors
of ωAT and ω̃0 therefore happen to be identical.
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1 2 3 4 5

+ +:		84Kr23+	 :		40Ar11+
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Figure 24: A schematically depicted sequence for the energy transfer measure-
ment. The numbers correspond to the enumeration of the individual steps in
the text. The blue line shape is Re(Z‡tot) given in arbitrary units as well as the
horizontal scaling. The green areas (step 2 and 5) correspond to the detection
position. In step 4 the two ions overlap and couple which is indicated by the
green colored intersection area of the ion dots.

is well within the 1σ range.

The measurement is in good agreement with the simulation. Measured and sim-
ulated Ceff deviate by 0.9σ considering their combined errors and τex deviates by
0.9σ from the simulation which confirms reliance on our Ceff fit model and the al-
gorithm itself. This is additionally supported by the redundant initial difference
between the two fitting routines at this level of precision. For the fitting algorithm
we used the approximation Cc

eff(ωz,1, ωz,2) ≈ Ceff at small δ (see section 5.3) in the
fit model. This leads to a deviation to Cc

eff of roughly 0.5 % for some Hz detun-
ing.39 The effect is approximately linear in δ. The deviation is in fact in the order
of the measured Ceff error. However, the measurement was executed with good δ
symmetry meaning that the amount of data featuring negative detuning (Ceff is
underestimated) is roughly equal to the amount of data featuring positive detuning
(Ceff is overestimated. Therefore, I expect the effect of the deviation to be strongly
suppressed and I do not take it into account further.

5.4.3 Energy Transfer Measurement

Apart from the avoided crossing measurement we aim to experimentally demon-
strate direct energy transfer between the two coupled ions. The idea is to have an
excited ion transfer its energy to a thermalized ion back and forth in Rabi cycles.

Our measurement procedure is the following (see figure 24):

1. First, both ions are thermalized at the resonator center to 4 K.
39Because we set the AT ion position as the coupling position in this measurement (Ceff,AT =

Ceff), we can write Cc
eff−Ceff

Cc
eff

= 1− Ceff√
Ceff,ATCeff,BeT

= 1−
√

Ceff,AT

Ceff,BeT
≈ 0.5 %
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Figure 25: The signal strength of the two ions is plotted left while their axial
mode energies are plotted right. The yellow data points is the sum of the AT
and FeT mode energies to represent the total energy. For each ion adjacent
bins around the maximum signal bin were added together to form the signal
strength. All spectra are corrected for the resonator line shape for this purpose.
The same bin area was used for the energy plot except that I transferred the
voltage spectrum to mode energy first via eq. (16) and (10a). Averaging then
over 40 spectra yields a statistical mean uncertainty forming the error bars.

2. The cold ions are moved far off the resonator center ∆r,AT ≈ 500 Hz and
∆r,BeT ≈ 400 Hz to suppress resistive coupling or ion coupling. This posi-
tion marks our detection position at which we now acquire a pre-excitation
spectrum for reference.

3. Now one ion is excited. To ensure excitation of only the BeT ion, the AT ion
is detuned further to δ > 1 kHz (this depends on the excitation burst length).

4. To enable coupling and energy transfer we move the AT ion directly on top
of the BeT ion with ω̃AT ≈ ω̃BeT. The coupling takes place at roughly ∆r ∼
2π × 160 Hz resonator detuning..

5. After a specific coupling time tcoup we separate the ions and move them back
to the detection position to acquire post-excitation spectrum proofing energy
transfer.

We repeat this cycle several times which allows us to average the pre- and post-
excitation spectra. The coupling time ranges between 0.4 s ≤ tcoup ≤ 3.5 s in steps
of 0.1 s. From the spectra I can extract the induced rms-currents irms

ind of the ions and
from there their axial amplitude and energy. Since our impedance line shape model
does not describe excited ions but only thermalized ones, we cannot apply the model
for any fitting analysis. We solely rely on the frequency bin width resolution of our
FFT analyzer and add up adjacent frequency bins of the peak signals to cover the
total signal strength.
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In figure 25 the ion’s signal strength and their mode energies are plotted against
tcoup. A clear transfer in signal strength and energy can be recognized at least for the
first π-pulse with an exchange time of about τex ∼ 0.6 s. The coupling and energy
transfer starts only at tcoup ∼ 0.5 s and not at time zero, that is why we omitted
lower coupling times here. The reason for the coupling delay is most likely due to the
thermalization of the UM1-14 voltage source after any voltage settings are changed.
During this process the ion frequencies, driven by the drifting voltage, converge
towards the coupling position and energy transfer can effectively begin. We could
circumvent this problem by the implementation of an external switch such that the
UM1-14 does not need to change the supply voltage. Moreover, the signal/energy
transfer appears to be incomplete. A first reason is, that the coupling position is
not exactly ω̃AT = ω̃BeT but rather the ions are detuned by roughly δ ∼ 2π×0.5 Hz.
A second reason is the jitter of the ions due to voltage instability and trap imperfec-
tions which leads in principle to two decoherence effects. On one hand, the various
cycles within one time step are not initialized with the same δ such that the amount
of transferred energy fluctuates from cycle to cycle. On the other hand, decoherence
of the ions within one cycle occurs. The latter is facilitated by the fact that the
transferred energy leads additionally to energy-dependent frequency shifts. Espe-
cially the BeT suffers from trap imperfections and on top of that the ion was excited
to about equivalently a few hundred Kelvin. Ultimately, the resonator dissipates
any excess energy of the ions and brings the energy transfer to relaxation. Even
though the ions are placed far off the resonator center, the resistive cooling time
constant is still only in the order of ∼ 1 s for the AT ion and ∼ 3.5 s for the BeT
ion40. We do not know all the effects the jitter can cause in this measurement and
cannot model them any further within this thesis’ framework. But we assume the
energy transfer process reacts sensory to it causing the Rabi cycles to faint rapidly.
Despite all the unknown effects it is remarkable that the plots indicate an exchange
time of roughly τex ∼ 0.6 s which is only about ∼ 10 % off the value predictable via
eq. (46).41

Another open question is the total energy line shape (right). Since there should be
literally no other energy sink except the resonator, we expect a monotone exponen-
tial energy decay only. Instead a prominent dip in the total energy curve is visible.
We believe the problematic point here is the extraction of the ion energies from
the bin signal strengths of the spectra. A multitude of difficulties complicate and
make this extraction inaccurate: the ion jitter over time (ωz(t) 6= const.), the ion
frequency dependency on its energy (ωz(E) 6= const.), the low signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) due to short spectrum acquisition times and possible frequency bleeding, the
large bin resolution of ∼ 0.5 Hz and imperfect traps in general.

40As I already mentioned in footnote 34 I must give τres for the common mode of the coupled
ions. However, the τres of the individual ions are a reference scale.

41The coupling position is roughly the same as in the avoided crossing measurement. Therefore,
I can expect the Rabi frequencies ΩR to be about equal. With an ion detuning of δ ∼ 2π × 0.5 Hz
the exchange time is τex ∼ 0.65 s.
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6 Outlook

Over the course of this thesis the first cornerstones towards sympathetic laser cool-
ing via 9Be+ were laid. I implemented an active laser stabilization system to tackle
the hindering laser beam pointing fluctuations of our cooling laser inside the Pen-
ning trap that we observed in [7]. The system was calibrated (section 4.1) and in
a first test run (section 4.2) we could stabilize the laser beam below the magnet
to σx = 25.24(7) µm and σx = 28.28(7) µm corresponding to a 1σ width of the
normally distributed x- and y-components of the beam center position. From this
and the laser characterization in [58] I approximated a lower limit of the laser power
scattered in our trap tower (section 4.3). The diaphragm at the top of the trap
tower exposes the crucial aperture that cuts off <0.01 % of the laser power injected
into the trap chamber.
Tests to perform in the future would be on the one hand the comparison of beam fluc-
tuation between stabilized and unstabilized laser beams and on the other hand the
investigation of the regulation response to different interference frequencies. Gen-
erally, problematic are abrupt mechanical impacts produced by unusual occurring
events such as door slamming. Their impact on the beam center position should be
effectively suppressed as long as the beam pointing shift is in the regulation range
of the actuators. Furthermore, the stabilization system allows us to steer and align
the laser beam in situ in the trap chamber.

We also introduced and demonstrated an alternative coupling technique that aims to
increase the effectiveness compared to the already existing common endcap method.
Our technique utilizes a common tank circuit instead. I proposed a reduction of the
trap capacitance Cp by three orders of magnitude (section 5.3.1) and therefore re-
duce the exchange time constant accordingly. This proposal was tested successfully
in a proof of principle measurement in two parts: the demonstration of the avoided
crossing pattern in section 5.4.2 and the energy transfer in section 5.4.3.
The avoided crossing measurement confirmed ion-ion coupling via the resonator
with Ceff = 1.989(26)× 10−14 F. This result agrees within 0.9σ with our simula-
tion of the Z‡tot line shape model yielding Csim

eff = 1.958(25)× 10−14 F. The result
corresponds to a shunting of our parallel trap capacitance Cp = 21.6× 10−12 F at
a coupling position of ω̃0 ≈ ωr + 2π × 150 Hz by a factor of ∼ 1100 and therefore
reduces the exchange time constant likewise.
The energy transfer measurement was successful in the way that it demonstrated
a π-pulse in signal/energy transfer between the two ions. A clear and meaningful
analysis within this thesis’ framework, especially of the fainting data point tail and
the correct energy extraction, could not be given due to lack of experience and
practical knowledge, as such a measurement has not been performed yet and the
experimental setup was only provisional. However, effective sympathetic cooling
does require only the very first π-pulse which was in fact demonstrated.

The results of this thesis encourage to design a dedicated BeT on a more profound
basis than it was done during our work. To enhance the coupling, the design of the
trap can be optimized with respect to a low trap capacitance Cp and a low Deff .
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Furthermore, we can make use of the special feature that the BeT can be placed spa-
tially apart from other traps. A BeT placed off-centered to the trap tower axis solves
the problem of laser induced frequency shifts since the laser can exit the BeT safely
through an aperture parallel to the trap tower. This way beam back-scattering into
the trap tower and resulting potential shifts would be strongly suppressed. In our
case though, the beam pointing stabilization system should already be sufficient to
guide the beam with little scattering through our trap tower. Beside the BeT one
can also take an additional dedicated coupling trap for the HCI into consideration.
The HCI is then moved from the measurement traps to this coupling trap in which
it is highly efficiently cooled by the laser-cooled beryllium ions in the BeT.
With the sympathetic cooling technique, the BeT and/or an additional HCI cou-
pling trap implemented in our setup, it will be interesting to test the practical limits
of method, which q/m ion species could be cooled efficiently and to ultimately per-
form temperature measurements on them [75] to associate a temperature with the
ions.

Currently, we investigate and derive an even more extended and promising tech-
nique for sympathetic cooling based on this tank assisted coupling [76]. It utilizes
many repeated but only short coupling cycles of time scales τc � τex in order to
soften the requirements of the frequency overlap stability even further and reduce
the influence of the resonator heating dramatically. There, we numerically simulated
for the H+

2 molecular ion an equilibrium temperature of Teq ≈ 10 mK which agrees
with the presented theoretical description.

I want to give a final remark on the EIT point. The presented concept of cool-
ing relies until now on the reduction of the exchange time constant to practicable
time scales with τex � τres. Depending on the refinement of the sympathetic cool-
ing technique there might be weakly interacting target ions with low q/m ratio for
which the above criteria cannot be fulfilled for any amount of beryllium ions NBe.
The EIT frequency position features a unique setting for cooling. As mentioned,
the counter mode decouples from the resonator and is not influenced by its resistive
heating. However, the counter mode v contributes to the target ion’s axial oscil-
lation approximately NBe times more than the common mode u (see appendix D).
With sufficient large NBe � 1 the common mode can therefore be kept thermalized
with the resonator at 4 K with negligible impact on the target ion. A sophisticated
cooling of the counter mode at the EIT position could expose a technique to cool
down virtually any arbitrary target ion in a Penning trap since there is no heating.

A future planned experiment at Alphatrap will be precision spectroscopy of for-
bidden rovibrational levels of molecular hydrogen H+

2 ions on the bases of the novel
spectroscopy technique presented in [7]. It is a promising candidate to provide a
test of the CPT-theorem [77] and the determination of fundamental constants such
as the electron-to-proton mass ratio [78].
The implementation of sympathetic cooling will bring important advantages: a cold
molecular ion reduces amplitude dependent frequency shifts, reduces the first and
second order Doppler shift and improves the accuracy of the phase sensitive fre-
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quency measurements (PNA) [4].
With our current trap setup and parameters used in this thesis a single H+

2 ion
coupled to a single beryllium ion would exhibit exchange times in the order of 104 s
according to the common endcap method (eq. (39)). However, with two dedicated
coupling traps for the two ions (both Deff ∼ 3 mm) and the effective thousandfold
reduction of the trap capacitance of our proposed method, cooling of H+

2 becomes
viable with exchange times in the order of a few seconds or possibly lower.
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A Effective Resonator Parameters

Writing out eq. (18) explicitly yields

Zres(ω) =

[
1

Rp

+ i

(
ω

ω2
rL
− ω2

rC

ω

)]−1

=

[
1

Rp

(
1 + iQ

(
ω

ωr

− ωr

ω

))]−1

.

(50)

From here we can approximate the two parameters Ceff and Reff .

A.1 Effective Capacitance Ceff

The complex part of the impedance Zres is

Im(Zres) =
Zres − Z∗res

2
=

RpQ
(
ωr

ω
− ω

ωr

)
1 +Q2

(
ω
ωr
− ωr

ω

)2 . (51)

With the detuning from the resonator ∆r = ω − ωr we can further write

Im(Zres(ω)) = −
QRp

(
ωr+∆r

ωr
− ωr

ωr+∆r

)
1 +Q2

(
ωr+∆r

ωr
− ωr

ωr+∆r

)2 ≈ −
QRp

(
ωr+∆r

ωr
− ωr

ωr+∆r

)
Q2
(
ωr+∆r

ωr
− ωr

ωr+∆r

)2 . (52)

The approximation in the denominator is the most critical one compared to following
simplifications. It is only valid for a sufficiently large detuning, in our case a few
ten Hertz. The brackets cancel and we rewrite the denominator

Im(Zres(ω)) = − Rp

Q∆r(2ωr+∆r)
ωr(ωr+∆r)

= −Rpωr

Q∆r

ωr + ∆r

2ωr + ∆r

≈ − Rpωr

2Q∆r

(19)
= − 1

2Cp∆r

. (53)

The expression for the effective capacitance is then

Ceff = − 1

Im(Zres)(ωr + ∆r)
=

2Cp∆r

ωr + ∆r

≈ 2Cp
∆r

ωr

. (54)

A.2 Effective Resistance Reff

The real part of the impedance reads

Re(Zres(ω)) =
Zres + Z∗res

2
=

Rp

1 +Q2
(
ω
ωr
− ωr

ω

)2

(?)
≈ Rp

Q2
(

∆r(2ωr+∆r)
ωr(ωr+∆r)

)2 (55a)

=
Rpω

2
r

Q2∆2
r

(ωr + ∆r)
2

(2ωr + ∆r)2
≈ Rpωr

4Q2∆2
r

(55b)
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Again, the approximation made in (?) practicably limits the validation of the cal-
culations near the resonator center.
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B Derivation of the Rabi Frequency with and with-
out Detuning

Our starting point are the EOMs (44). As already mentioned, for this estimation
we leave out the damping terms.

B.1 No Detuning - Ideal Coupling

For now let us consider a perfectly coupled scenario ω̃z,1 = ω̃z,2 ≡ ω̃:

z̈1 = −ω̃2z1 − k1z2 , (56a)
z̈2 = −ω̃2z2 − k2z1 . (56b)

We expect the motions to be amplitude modulated with the Rabi frequency. The
ansatz zi = z0i(t)e

iω̃t gives access to the time varying amplitude z0i(t). We write
out the time derivatives and get

z̈01 + 2iω̃ż01 − ω̃2z01 = −ω̃2z01 − k1z02 , (57a)
z̈02 + 2iω̃ż02 − ω̃2z02 = −ω̃2z02 − k1z01 . (57b)

We further neglect the acceleration terms. Considering that the amplitudes vary
with the Rabi frequency in time, which is much slower than their actual ion’s axial
frequency, justifies the simplification in our case. We are thus left with only

2iω̃ż01 = −k1z02 , (58a)
2iω̃ż02 = −k2z01 . (58b)

We can decouple the equations if we take the time derivative of (58a) and insert
(58b) to estimate the Rabi frequency ΩR

2iω̃z̈01 = −k1ż02 =
k1k2

2iω̃
z01 −→ z̈01 = −

1
4

Ω2
R︷︸︸︷

k1k2

4ω̃2
z01 , (59a)

ΩR =
q1q2

ω̃D1D2
√
m1m2

1

Ceff(ω)
. (59b)

Note that the effective capacitance Ceff(ω) corresponds to the original frequency ω
and not the pushed common coupling frequency ω̃.

B.2 With Detuning - Real Coupling

Now consider that one ion has a slightly different frequency. Without loss of gener-
ality we set ω̃z,1 = ω̃ and ω̃z,2 = ω̃+δ. The small difference in frequency is expressed
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by the detuning δ = ω̃z,2 − ω̃z,1. The coupled EOMs without damping terms are

z̈1 = −ω̃2z1 − k1z2 , (60a)
z̈2 = −(ω̃ + δ)2z2 − k2z1 . (60b)

Again we choose the ansatz z1 = z01(t)eiω̃t and z2 = z02(t)ei(ω̃+δ)t:

z̈01 + 2iω̃ż01 − ω̃2z01 = −ω̃2z01 − k1z02e
iδt , (61a)

z̈02 + 2i(ω̃ + δ)ż02 − ω̃2z02 = −ω̃2z02 − k1z01e
−iδt . (61b)

The exact same argument as above allows us to neglect the acceleration terms. The
coupled amplitudes now read

2iω̃ż01 = −k1z02e
iδt , (62a)

2i(ω̃ + δ)ż02 = −k2z01e
−iδt . (62b)

The time derivative of (62a) is

2iω̃z̈01 = −k1ż02e
iδt − iδk1z02e

iδt = k1e
iδt(ż02 + iδz02) . (63)

Inserting ż02 for z01 and z02for ż01 leaves over a decoupled expression and the expo-
nential factor cancel out. We can extract the detuned Rabi frequency Ωδ

2iω̃z̈01 = −2ω̃δż01 +
k1k2

2i(ω̃ + δ)
z01 −→ z̈01 = iδż01 −

1
4

Ω2
δ︷ ︸︸ ︷

k1k2

2ω̃(ω̃ + δ)
z01 , (64a)

Ωδ =
q1q2

D1D2

√
ω̃(ω̃ + δ)m1m2

1

Ceff(ωz,1, ωz,2)
, (64b)

where Ceff =
√
Ceff,1Ceff,2 was defined. However, due to the complex damping term

the amplitude is modulated by the generalized Rabi frequency

Ω̃G =
√
δ2 + Ω2

δ . (65)

Analogous to the ideally coupled case the effective capacitance depends on the origi-
nal ion frequencies. The detuning was defined in a way to keep the coupled equations
at a minimal complexity but please note that δ has the frequency pushing effect al-
ready included.
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C Avoided Crossing Fitting Routines

Here I cover the most important technical details and concerns of the avoided cross-
ing fitting analysis. Any fit described here is based on the Matlab lsqnonlin-
function. The values of a set of parameter describing the fit model from eq. (21b)
are varied to fit the experimental data. Depending on the context of Z different
parameters are probed.

I use the term to fix a parameter when one or more parameters are being probed
and their final value is thoroughly fixed for any other subsequent fit in order to
address other important measurands.
We speak of to let a parameter free when such a parameter is necessarily used to
guide the fit model but not fixed for the subsequent fits.

C.1 Effective Electrode Distance Deff

The first step is to estimate Deff,AT and Deff,BeT. The dip signal of a single ion at
the resonator center is fitted with Deff as the fit parameter. However, in order to
extract the ion properties from the dip signal we need to characterize the underlying
resonator noise signal first. The resonator itself is actually fully described by the
parameter set (Q,ωr, Ã). The optional ũen and κ̃det represent possible detection ef-
fects. These parameters are priorly estimated from spectra of an empty AT without
applied voltages. They serve only as an initial guiding input value for the actual
resonator fitting to properly converge.
With the help of the initial resonator input we can fix the resonator finally on basis
of the sought after ion spectrum. This time however the full line shape Ztot is fitted
and the mean resonator parameters (Q,ωr, Ã, ũen, κ̃) are fixed out of 150 spectra
while the ion parameters (ωi, Deff,i, σ) are let free. This is done for the AT and the
BeT accordingly. In the same way but now with an already fixed resonator noise
the jitter σ of the BeT ion can be extracted and additionally fixed. This jitter
parameter is explained in the frequency fitting stage C.3. At last, the other two
parameters are fixed together as well yielding a final mean Deff value for both traps.

Unfortunately we estimated Deff not until 3 months after our measurement cam-
paign. The resonator properties might have drifted within that timescale leaving
them not comparable with the avoided crossing resonator results. E.g. micro dis-
placements of the electrodes during the LHe tank refilling process might cause a
change in ωr. However, Deff is a pure trap geometry parameter and should not
change significantly to first order from these small micro displacements.
During the Deff determination the trap stored a single 40Ca16+. The fitting had to
be done with the available ion. We rescaled the voltage settings for 40Ar11+ with the
calcium charge-to-mass ratio in order to reproduce the same double well potential
used during the measurement campaign. This represents the same prior Deff and
therefore hand over the correct value.
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Table 6: Mean results of Deff fitting for both traps and their absolute error
contributions. The Matlab nliparci -function is the leading error and gives
the 1σ confidence interval of the parameter value. The other error represent
the parameter error propagation throughout all fitting steps.42Additionally the
statistical standard error of the mean is given in the second bracket arising from
averaging over 150 fixed values per parameter from each spectrum.

Deff,AT/mm Deff,BeT/mm

nliparci 0.12 0.22
∆Q 0.01 0.01
∆A 0.05 0.08
∆ωr <0.01 <0.01
∆uen <0.01 <0.01
∆κ̃det <0.01 <0.01
∆σ 0.12
stat. mean 0.01 0.03

Total 17.97(13)(1) 24.45(27)(3)

Nevertheless, as shown in table 6 the fixed mean effective electrode distances Deff

for both traps are estimated with a relative uncertainty of approximately ∼ 1 %.

C.2 Resonator Parameters

The second fitting stage covers the characterization of the resonator for the avoided
crossing measurement spectra. Ideally, we would have recorded the resonator noise
before the measurement run with an underlying empty and grounded trap for this
purpose. We obtained 201 spectra containing the two ion signals, and we aim
to extract the resonator parameters while excluding the coupling region from the
fitting. However, it is important to use Ztot here instead of only Zres. Ztot is slightly
lowered in a broad vicinity around the coupling region compared to Zres. Fitting only
the Zres model therefore increases the residuals to the actual data in that vicinity
thus effectively shifting in our case the center ωr by approximately ∼ 1 Hz closer to
the coupling region.
Hence, (Q,ωr, Ã, ũen, κ̃det) are fixed while (ωAT, ωBeT, σ) are let free. The mean
values of the fixed resonator parameters are listed in table 7 with the same error
scheme as is table 6.

42E.g. the resonator parameters were fixed at some point prior to the final Deff fitting but still
come along with their own nliparci-errors, which need to be included. The propagation is gauged by
varying the corresponding parameter with its fixation value ± its nliparci-error. We then compare
the consequential Deff,err with the original unperturbed value and give their difference as the error
propagation (e.g. compare Deff estimated originally via (Q,ωr, Ã, ũen, κ̃, σ) with Deff,err estimated
via (Q±∆Q,ωr, Ã, ũen, κ̃, σ)).
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Table 7: The total values are the mean values of the resonator parameter that
were fixed for each of the 201 measurement spectra. The uncertainties are cal-
culated and presented in the exact same way as in table 6.

ωr/(2π × Hz) Q Ã/Vrms ũen/Vrms κ̃/(Vrms s)

nliparci 0.11 34 12 0.004 20× 10−7

∆Deff,AT 0.01 <1 <1 <0.001 <1× 10−7

∆Deff,AT 0.01 <1 <1 <0.001 <1× 10−7

stat. mean 0.01 3 1 <0.001 2× 10−7

Total 334 210.60(11)(1) 7016(34)(3) 1455(12)(1) 1.885(4) −8(20)(2)× 10−7

C.3 Ion Frequencies and Jitter

After the resonator parameters (i.e. Zres) were fixed, we can investigate the small
frequency window −2π× 10 Hz < ωAT < 2π× 10 Hz containing the coupling region.
This step aims to fix the frequency parameter set (ωAT, ωBeT, σ). The first two rep-
resent the original frequencies of the AT and BeT ion while the latter describes the
BeT ion jitter, that leads to the signal smear-out.

We use a normal distribution to model BeT frequency fluctuation that occurs dur-
ing the total acquisition time of a spectrum, because the voltage source exhibits
normally distributed voltage fluctuations on a short scale.43 σ is then the width of
the frequency distribution around the actual mean value ωBeT.
To this end, during the fitting we prepare 100 frequency entries normally distributed
around ωBeT with standard deviation σ. This yields 100 impedance line shapes Ztot

with equal parameter settings except for ωBeT, which are averaged to a mean line
shape. According to this procedure the values of (ωAT, ωBeT, σ) for all 201 spectra
are stored in a matrix and passed on to the Ceff fitting stage rather than being
averaged as before. However, I unify their individual errors and give them in table
8. Although the ion setup differs over the measurement course for their frequency
and jitter uncertainties I see no reason to systematically change.

C.4 Ceff Fitting Routines

Now that the frequencies and the BeT jitter have been fixed and recorded in a ma-
trix, I can finally estimate Ceff via the two different techniques/routines. During
both routines I assign each spectrum its corresponding frequency setup (ωAT, ωBeT, σ)
from the previously recorded frequency matrix while maintaining the resonator pa-
rameters thoroughly fixed. This is done to account for the AT frequency bin jumping
and the sweep through of the BeT ion.

Table 9 lists the end results for our two fitting routines—the effective trap capaci-
43Additional drifts may happen, mainly due to temperature shifts of the source, but these occur

on a long timescale.
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Table 8: Results of the frequency fitting. Again, the parameter uncertainties
and the error propagation of priorly fixed parameters are given.

Contribution ωAT/(2π × Hz) ωBeT /(2π × Hz) σ/(2π × Hz)

nliparci 0.0009 0.0014 0.0051
∆Deff,BeT <0.0001 0.0004 0.0004
∆Deff,AT 0.0009 0.0001 0.0002
∆ωr 0.0001 0.0001 <0.0001
∆Q 0.0003 0.0003 0.0001
∆Ã <0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
∆ũen <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
∆κ̃ <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

Total error <0.0013 <0.0015 <0.0008

tance. The first method C(1)
eff is the mean value of the 201-times fixed Ceff parameter

and thus features a statistical error of the mean value, while C(2)
eff had to be fixed

only once.
However, for both routines some spectra in the very vicinity of ω̃AT = ω̃BeT were un-
able to be fitted properly because the original ion frequencies could not be detected
under the signal noise. To that effect a total of 18 out of the initial 201 spectra were
excluded from the analysis within this final stage.
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Table 9: Presented are the total values of the effective trap capacitance for both
fitting routines and their error contributions according to table 6 except for both
parameters Deff and ∆ωAT.

Contribution C
(1)
eff /(10−14 F) C

(2)
eff /(10−14 F)

nliparci 0.025 0.002
∆Deff,BeT 0.016 0.016
∆Deff,AT 0.006 0.006
∆ωr 0.001 0.001
∆Q 0.005 0.005
∆Ã 0.002 0.002
∆ũen <0.001 <0.001
∆κ̃ <0.001 <0.001
∆ωAT 0.017 0.017
∆ωBeT 0.005 0.005
∆σ 0.003 0.003
stat. mean 0.002

Total 1.994(36)(2) 1.989(26)
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D Time-Independent Modes of the Coupled Ion Sys-
tem

I use the following notation. The subscripts 1 and 2 correspond to an arbitrary ion 1
and the 9Be+ ions, respectively. E.g. D1 and D2 denote the effective trap length of
the ion 1 and the beryllium trap. N is the number of beryllium ions and Z denotes
the ion’s charge state. We treat all beryllium ions as one coherent cloud with

q2 =
N

Z
q1 ≡

N

Z
q and

q2

m2

= β
q1

m1

≡ β
q

m
. (66)

For the counter mode we consider the general Ansatz v = z1 + γz2 with γ being an
arbitrary constant. We know that the signal voltage for the counter mode v must
vanish at the EIT position ωz,1 = ωz,2 = ωz, which implies:(

q1

m1D1

+ γ
q2

m2D2

)
usig

!
= 0 =

q

m

(
1

D1

+ γ
β

D2

)
−→ γ = − D2

βD1

. (67)

We can already write down the counter mode as a superposition of the individual
ion oscillations as

v = z1 − z2
D2

βD1

(68)

Because the counter mode does not induce a signal, the overall induced current is
exclusively given by the common mode u

itot = iind,1 + iind,2 =
q1

D1

ż1 +
q2

D2

ż2 =
q

D1

(
ż1 +

ND1

ZD2

ż2

)
≡ q

D1

u̇ (69)

This allows us writing down the common mode as

u = z1 + z2
ND1

ZD2

. (70)

To elaborate the influence of the new orthogonal modes on the individual ion modes
we rewrite z1 and z2 in terms of v and u. For this we introduce a new constant
α = 1 +

βND2
1

ZD2
2
. Note that α ∝ N . After some algebra, we come up with

z1 =
u+ v(α− 1)

α
and z2 =

u− v
α

βD1

D2

. (71)
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